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Lord Cliva's suit? A material historv studv of a suit from the Clothina and 

Textiles Museum at the Univefsitv of Manitoba 

In the late 1 980's the Univers* of Manitoba received a donation of two pieces of a suit 

that is purporteci to have belonged to Lord Clive. Robert, Lord Clive (1725-i7ï4), Baron of 

Plassey, and KnigM of the most noble Order of the Bath was among the most notable Generals of 

the British A m y  in India. He was also known as one of the wealthiest subjects in Brrtain, hailing 

from the county of Shropshire in North West England. The provenance accompanying the 

donation suggested that Clive was marri& in the suit in 1 753. This study aimed ?O l e m  the 

provenance and ver@ the age of the suit. 

Reilly (1 979) suggests that material evidence is one of the most useful and least used 

sources of information for social historians. From clothing, as materid history, we can leam about 

individuak and about cultures. A revised model for the study of clothing as material culture was 

devised baseci on the seminai work of Jules m'own (1982) and E. McLung Flemming (1 974). The 

new model is clothing specific. allowing for more detailed comparative anaiysis with other clothing 

artifacts, to help in establishing a correct date for the Clothing and Textiles Museum suit. The new 

model allowed for the suit to be studied within the context of eighteenth century men's fashion, 

eighteenth century social history of the British aristocracy, the East India Company and the life of 

Lord Clive. 

Research at the Victoria and Albert Museum in London, the Costume Museum in Bath, 

the McCord Museum in Montreal, and the Royal Ontario Museum in Toronto, verified that the date 

was compatible with the period of Lord Clive's adutthood. The research also suggests that the 

suit is likely not wedding dress. and presents other possible uses. The Clive archives at the 

National Library of Wales, the lndia Office Records at the British Library and the Clive Museum in 

Powis Castle provided some important information from which to postulate on the provenance of 

the suit. 

This eighteenth century suit is unique in the Province of Manitoba, and its museums. It 

has presented an exciting mystery and an opportunity to test a new model of research where the 

goal is to learn the provenance, and accurately assign a date to a clothing artifact. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTlON 

ln the late 1 980's the Clothing and Textiles Museum at the University of Manitoba 

received a two-piece man's suit to add to its collection of artifacts. The previous owner of the suit 

claimed it was from the eighteenth century, and that it was the wedding suit of Lord Clive (1 725- 

3 774), of Shropshire, England. 

After initiai investigation of the suit a limited provenance was pieced together in part from 

the donor's story, and from intrinsic evidence within the suit itself. When the suit was accessloned 

into the collection the board of directors at the Clothing and Textiles Museum examined the suit 

and dated it circa l 7 ï O - l ï 8 O .  This conclusion was based on a cornparison of construction and 

design details with other docurnented sources of eighteenth century suits. 

The assigned date was supportecf by outside experts in costume history. In 1990, 

Edward Maeder then from the Los Angeles County Museum, anaiysed the suit and suggested 

that the suit is fancy dreçs. and agreed with the dating of l?'i'Gl780. 

m u r e  1, Paper label attached to the left shoulder. 

1 Fancy dress refers to a popularity of masquerades and exquisite decoren in costume of the 
eighteenth century. There was an interest in "dress of the exotic present and historic past", which 
was popularly depicted by portrait artists such as Gainsborough. Ribeiro, A. (1 983) The Elegant 
art of fancy dress. An Elmant Art, Los Angeles County Museum: Los Angeles, California 
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One of the most explicit clues that the suit was wom by Lord Clive, is a paper label 

attached to the left çhoulder of the jacket (see figure 1). The label sirnply but dearly says 'lord 

Clive". The paper is thick and yellowed: it has becorne bent and folded over tirne, and it appears 

to be deterioraüng. The ink is brown and is darkw in çome spots suggesting it is fading. This is 

the only inherent due about the suit that mnnects it to Lord Clive. This evidence, together with 

the establiskd dates, was me -ng point for an investigation to determine if it was possible that 

Lord Clive could have actually worn this suit and for what occasion, and to detemine if the 

assigned dates were correct. 

There is some wntroversy over the suit. The donor, Mrs. Wiley was an antique shop 

owner in Dorvai, Quebec, at the time çhe acquired the artifad. While visiting Elizabeth Newell, an 

antiques dealer in Weçtmount, Quebec. Mrs. Wiley carne upon this suit. Me.  Newell relayed the 

story that this suit was passed down through generations of her family from her great great great 

grandfather. who was Lord Clive's çolicitor. The story told to her was that the suit was wom by Lord 

Robert Clive (1 725-1774). who is well known as 'Clive of India'. He was m m e d  in 1753 to 

Margaret Maskelyne. His wedding date does not coincide with the dates established for the suit 

on initial accession into the collection at the Ctothing and Textiles Museum. 

By comparing the suit to other extant garments it was possible to establiçh more accurate 

dates. which then helped in çolving the mystery of who could have possibly worn this suit. and for 

what occasion. Details in construction techniques, measurements, silhouettes and decorative 

applied design were al! key in assigning a date to the C & T Museum suit. Through consuitation 

with experts in eighteenth century dress from various rnuseurns in Canada and in England the 

research took rnmy twists and turns which have led to nurnerous suggestions as to the use of the 

suit. 

Objectives 

There were two objectives to this study. The first objective was to determine the accurate 

date for the cream colored silk man's suit from the Clothing and Textiles Museum at the Universrty 

of Manitoba. 

The second objective of this study was to determine if the man's cream colored silk suit, 
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now located at the Clothing and Textiles Museum. at the University of Manitoba coutd have 

belonged to Lord Robert Clive (1 725-1 774). 

Sharon Reilly suggests that for social historians one of the most useful and least used 

sources of information is material history evidence. She points out that traditionaily social 

historians have ignored material history as les uçekil than documentary research. This study of a 

piece of material culture from the eighteenth century, thus contributes to the advancement of 

knowledge for social historians. 

This study is a valid exercise in substantiating the historical basis of the clam that the suit 

belonged to Lord Clive. This attempt to substantiate ownership is Iargefy resenred for art. 

according to Edward Maeder, and is l e s  often a part of the study of costume history. it is however 

seen in the study of material culture as one of the more important aspects of an artifact study. 

The present study is aiso significant in that the 2-piece suit is the only one of its kind in the 

province of Manitoba. according to Glenda Peterson at The Dugaid Costume Museum, Anne 

Hinley at The Manitoba Museum of Man and Nature, and lrene Romaniou at Manitoba Parks and 

Recreation (1 996. personal communication). Thus, it provides a unique piece of material culture 

for researchers and students in a province where a relatively bfief history does not otherwise offer 

such exam ples. 

The fact that this suit could possibly have been wom by a member of England's wealthiest 

aistoc~acy also ad& value to the study. The Clive family were very wdl know in both lndia and 

Britain. To have a piece of the heritage of such a notorious family provides further intrigue 

regarding the garment as an object of study. 

Theoreticai Framework 

The çtudy of this suit was based on a material cuiture approach. A combination of two 

material culture rnethodobgies were used to develop a new rnethodology for this study of an 

eghteenth century suit. One approach was developed by the students in the class of Dr. Stuart 
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Smith, of the department of History at the Universrty of New Brunswick, in 1983-84. The class 

devdoped a rnahodobgy for Me analysis of artifacis suitable for many types of maten'al higory 

research . 

The second materiai history approach used was from Severn and Homiif, and was more 

costume oriented, taking into consideration the intncate and intimate nature of clothing as artifad 

which is different frorn other foms of material cutture. This rnethodology is describecl in Chapter 

Three. 

Definitions 

Costume will be used in this study to refer to dress, or wearing apparel, that reflects a 

certain tirne period in history (Calasibetta, 1975). The man's suit in this study consists of two 

pieces in the same fabric and color- Costume history suggests that a suit from this period would 

have had a waistcoat, jacket and breeches (Payne, 1992). Breeches are short knee length pants. 

In the 1 T70's these were usually wom with stockings (Payne 1992). A waistcoat, between the 

16th and 19th centuries, was a man's waist-fength under-ûoublet with or without sleeves. The 

coa! was worn over the waistcoat (Calasibelta, 1975). According to 8ouchef (1983) it is from the 

Louis XVI period, that waistcoats were wom under aH men's outer garments. Decorative designs 

and omamentation, as applied to the jacket in this -y, refers to any excess deîai! applied to the 

structurai design of the garment. This could mean such things as beading and embroidery 

(Payne. 1 992). 

Scope 

The çcope of this research was limited to men's suits of the an'stocratic classes of main. 

Extensive cornparisons were made between the suit from the Clothing and Textiles Museum, and 

other museurns' çuits from 1750-1 790. The purpose of this cornparison waç to aitribute accurate 

dates for this suit. Once this was done, the life of Robert was studied in order to try and determine 

if he indeed could have worn this suit. and for what occasion. 



CHAPTER TWO 

LITERATURE REViEW 

The survey of literature relates to the many aspects of the çtudy including matefial culture. 

costume history rnethodologies, a survey of eighteenth ceritury men's fashion and social history 

of the upper classes of eighteenth century England. The review of literature was inherently based 

on what was known about the suit at the beginning of the study. 

The study of materiai cuîture, and its various methods of research are surnmarised and 

discussed in the first part of this chapter. What material c u b e  is, and what it can do as a valid way 

to study history. and especially the history of costume, is addressed. A number of articles related 

to the study of specific costume artifacts show the various, but ammon goals of dierent 

costume historians. 

Trends in fashion are outfined in a section devoted to literature on eighteenth century 

dress. Some of the literature is more specific than the generai survey books which often address 

many thousands of years of fashion in the whole western world. 

A general understanding of the events of the eighteenth century is necessary in order to 

make =me judgments on the C & T Museum suit. With documentation by many authors on the 

topic of the eighteenth century in Britain, different facets of life in Britain are addressed. The 

Industrial Revolution increased movement to urban centres such as London, the ' age of 

aristocracy', and enlightened views on culture are al1 discused. New economic prosperity and 

colonial domination are ais adûressed. 

Material Culture and Costume Methodology 

Known as 'hardware history' or 'pots and pans history', the study of material cutfure has 

recently gained new recognition as a field of study that is unique. Those who study material 

culture seem to have a challenge on their hands. Although it has been studied for most of the 

mentieth centu ry, there is still tittle support for research in matenai cutture as a vaiid field of 

acadernic study (Pocius, I W I ,  Etterma, 1991, Schlereth, 1991, Herman, 1991, Condon, 1 991, 

Glassie, 1 991 ). The study of abjects continues in many ways to be hampered by a focus on 
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discipfinary concems. In spite of whatever clams for CO-operation that are made, rnethodological 

constraints seem to insist that much ar t i fad  research take establistied acadernic paths" (Pocius, 

1991, p. xv). Archaeology, anthropology, cultural geography and history are al! related to the 

Sudy of material cuiture, but they have dominated the field as ronger-established academic 

disciplines. According to Oell Upton (1991). one of the problems is a lack of study of artifacts with 

reference to the relationship between the human or sociai dimensions and the object. The 

artifacts are simply examples of social and historical phenornenon that have already been 

estabfished by those in 0th- disciplines. The artifact #en is çimpiy studieû to justify what has 

been previously written about a subject by historiam. 

According to Grant McCracken (1 986). 'cu~rai  meaning is drawn from a cutturally 

constituted world and transferred to consumer goods" (p. 71). There is rneaning derÏved from the 

object and transfened to the individual. So the study of cuitural meaning through history is useful 

and necessary in understanding the past. The study of material culture encompasses not only 

those disciplines intereçted in history but also in the redm of sociology and psychology. 

What conclusions can be made from the study of artifacts? Fabrication. trade routes, 

mercarrtilism and colonialism can al1 be better understood through the study of materia! cutture. 

(f-food & Ruddel. 1991) According to Condon (1 991) uttimately there is a relationship to a larger 

historical context. The artifact study should not stop with the rnaker, user and the physicai 

properties within the artifact. but the intemal content must also be read. "Beneath manifold 

valeties of human expression there exists an underlying pattern, network of affiliations- be they 

economic priorities, political loyalties, aesthetic values, neurotic needs, or spintual ideals-that 

provides values, basic unity to a person and a culture' (Condon, 1 991, p. 96). The study of the 

artifact, then, should be beyond the irnmediately visible intent of the producer. A deeper look at 

other aspects held within the object is necessary (Condan, 1 991, Prown, 1991 ). 

According to Ettema (1 991 ), material cufture has no issues particular to it, except 

mettrodology. Because there is such a vast base of material things to be studied, from cars to 

clothing, the only possible unrty cornes from how these artifacts are researched. Methodolog y 

has been part of the on-going debate about materd culture as a field and as a discipline. 

According to Schlereth (1 991), the two best known methodologies by Prown (1982) and Fleming 

(1 974) were deveioped borrowing concepts from both archaeoiogy and art history. These 



models have been criticised for their nmwness, fomality and limitations on applicabilrty 

(Schlereai, 1991, Smith, 1984). 

Jules Prown's (1982) and E. McClung Fleming's (1974) models have been used and 

manipulated to suit the needs of reseafchefs. Fleming (1 974) divided basic artifact properties into 

categories such as history, construction, design and function. m i n  each of these there were 

four anaiytical standards to be looked at with respect to the arûfact. Anaiyçis induded a factual 

description of the artifact, evaluation and judgments, cultural analysis, and interpretation or 

significance. This framework has been cnticised by omers atternpting ta create a more user- 

friendly modd for artifact research. Stewart Smith and his 1974 graduate level history class 

devdoped a model bas& on that of Fleming, and manipulated the categon'sation and analytical 

interpretation to beîter suit the goals of the class. For a detaled look at the methodology from 

Smith's class, see chapter three of this study. 

Prown's (1982) model was also used in the development of Smith's newer model, but was 

criticised, in the view of the dass, for sloppy categoflsation of artifacts. Prown saw a need to 

categonse artifacts only because of the vast range of human-made artifactç. He categorised 

artifacts based on function, from utilibnan to decorative. Prown proceeded to analyse the artifact 

based on the artifact category, and progressed in stages throughout the study. The analytical 

stages were description, deduction and çpeculation, and were followed by cornparison with other 

similar artifads. The speculation stage was criticised by Smith and his class, because it callecl for 

theones and hypotheses to be fomed based only on physical evidence within the artifacts. 

Smith's cfass also criticised the model as having unanswerable questions. and a classification 

system that was redundant and Iimiting for the scope of applicabilrty to different artifacts. 

The wide van'ety of those who study the material culture of specific artifacts further add to 

the problems faced by material historians- Costume histodans have been studying clothing and 

fashion for a long tirne, from a similar perspective as the material historiari. Costume historians 

however feel that due to the intimate nature of clothing artifacts, a different and more specialised 

methodology is needed (Welters. 1981 , Jasper & Roach-Higgins, 1987, Schlick, 1988). Clothing 

is the most personal artifact and serves as an exterision of the body, both as physical protection 

and also as a cornrnunicator of social ideas, and personal values (Severa , Horswill, 1989). So 

whiie material historians are trying to unite into a recognised discipline of M y ,  there are groups 



frorn other estabJished fields who are nying to rmain separate. 

Costume History and Material Culture Methodology 

Although costume histonans and material historians essentially look at artifacts with similar 

intention, there is still an underlying need to be unique and establish separate fields of study. 

Clothing is the most intimate of objects that a person can use. From it we can tell much more 

about the ind~duai than we can from a table or chair or any other source of materiai history. The 

clothing artifact histofian rnust be aware of many aspects of the study of clothing (conternporary 

and hisbric) which include not only concrete construction techniques, but the psychology of 

clothing behavior as well. At present rnethodologies tend to be very similar for costume artifacts 

as for other artifacts. Jusî as material historians question their place in the academic world. so do 

costume historians. There is uncertainty according to Welters (1 981) about who they are and 

where bey belong. With these fundamental questions, both costume history and material culture 

continue to experience identity crises. Roach-Higgins and Jasper (1 987) have atternpted to 

guide the study of costume history with theory and instruction pertaining to dating clothing 

artifacts and teaching courses in costume history. 

Parnela Schlick (1 988) has also attempted to classify alternative re~eatch methods for 

costume historians. She developed a cfassification systern taking strategies from archaeology 

and instructional design. This immediately relates to the work of material historians who also 

borrowed from archaeology to develop their rnethodologies. Schlick's classification system is only 

a beginning for distinguishing costume history from ottief forrns of material history. As she 

condudes, it has to be tested before it can be adopted as the only system of classification for 

clothing artifacts. 

Paoletti. Beeker and Pelletier (1 987) did a content analysis of men's jacket styles from 

1 91 9-1 94 1, where they corn bined content analysis and artifact study rnethodobgies. They 

estabfished a sape for the study, in this case menswear from 191 9-194. Categories were then 

established which dividecl rnenswear into workable groups such as evening Wear and outerwear. 

Each category was analysed for the characteristics present within the clothing. For instance, an 

evening wear façhion was a three piece suit or a tuxedo style. The data were summarised 
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graphicaliy showing the frequency of occurrence in chronological order. The findings were then 

evaluated and conclusions were made. il was conduded aial this aîtempt at wmbining two 

approaches to costume history provided more information and deeper insights into menswear 

fashions at that tirne. (Paoletti, Becker. Pelletier, 1 987) They condude that further manipulation 

of research approaches will reveal diff erent things about specific topics in costume history. 

Deeper and more meaningful conclusions may çometimes result from the use of new 

methodologies. 

Severa and Horswill(1989) deveioped a rnethodology for studying hisbnc costume as 

material culture. They borrowed from the weH-estabfished methodologies of Prown (1 982) and 

Fleming (1 974) and adapted their own cl&kation in more dothing-specific tenns. In order to 

make the study more directed to costume they also borrowed from social-psychologicaf aspects of 

dress thereby helping b c4nfy cuftural attributes of clothing. Cornbining parameters related to 

clothing with those estabJished by Prown and Rerning, Severa and Horswill's methodology is 

much like most materiai history studies, but includes clothing-çpecifiic terrninology apptopriate ta 

this kind of research. 

With so much uncertaint'y within the reaim of material cuiture and costume history, there 

seems to be room for scholars to create an academic niche. If it is sofely a methodology that will 

unite materiai historians, then pertiaps that is er~ough. Certainly the field of artifact research is 

unique, affecting many different areas of academic study. One area of material culture is not the 

same as al1 others. Cbthing, with its intimate nature serve. a duai purpose of protection and 

communication and deserves its own specific methodology which considers the differences frorn 

other types of materid cuiture. 

Historic Costume Artifact Studies 

Over the past ten years, costume histofians have researched costume as matefial cufture 

artifacts using various methodologies. Generally the artifacts are heid in museums, or in private 

collections. They are studied in detail for their constnrction and significance as costume artifacts 

with regard to the place and tirne in which they were made. Studies in costume history are helpful 

in detmining the best process of proceeding with the present research study. 
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Studies in costume can be descriptive in nature, or can encornpas other aspects of the 

study of materiai cvîture, such as commng it ?o other simila. artifacts, or looking in detail at the 

social history surrounding me artifact. According to Edwards (1 985). 'costumes that survive in 

museums are often studied mainfy for their cut and construction without regard to their social or 

economic history" (p. 85). She notes the importance of studying costume in its proper context. 

Not only is close observation of the clothing important but its provenance is equally so. In her 

article on the suits of Edrnund Verney from 1660-62 Edwards traces the history of his family, 

using journals and correspondence, in order to try and determine if Edrnund actu;tlfy could have 

wom the suits. She concludes that it is likely that he did Wear these garments, as they were of a 

pafiwlar cut which was meant for sorneone with a siight handicap, which Edrnund Vemey had. 

Suits such as the two rare seventeenth-century examples studied by Edwards often remain 

because they are -al and unusual in çome way (Edwards, 1985). 

Helen Bennett emphasises the descriptive study of costume, as well as induding social 

history and provenance of the cfothing artifacts One of the main tasks for histonans interested in 

costume artifacts is the assignrnent of the correct dates. Often mis is a main reason for engaging 

in the research in the first place. Bennett begins her discussion of a Scottish sword dance 

costume by concentrating on the history of the Perth Glovers, who wouid have worn this type of 

costume. 

Bennett compared the costume with other similar artifacts (and evidence) showing design 

debils of costume in 1633. The comparative elements in fashion of this time, such as length, did 

not support the tentative dates given to the mord costume. She did not consider this as too 

serious a problem, as the sword dance costume was used for speciai and would not 

necessarily adhere to the fashion trends of the tirne. 

The actual artifact Bennett studied was used for theatrical perfomances throughout the 

nineteenth century. It was handled and wom a great deal and suffered rnuch damage in the 

pi.ocess. She gives a detaiied ddption of the costume and dl the acceswries such as shoes, 

ruff, stockings and cap, including the main garments like the bodice and pants. 

The restoration methoâs used on the suit cornprke a great part of the article. Pattern 

1 Edrnund Verney had scoleosis. or a curvature of the spine. His suits were tailoreci showing 
padding in places where a brace would have been worn. Edwards. L (1 985). 'DresY like a 
maypole': A Sudy of two su& of c. 1-2 Costume. 20. 75-93. 
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pieces were shown, and construction and design details were cloçely analysed. In the study. 

conclusive dates were not establistied. Bennett questioned whether the suit could have been 

worn in 1633. and then altered later for use in the theatre. No evidence is presented that proves 

or disproves that the suit was from 1633. 

ln 1980 Bennett studied another Scottish suit from the mid-1700's. Her interest again 

was in w n i n g  a date to the artifact The suit was said to have predated proscription and the 

Jacobite uprising of 1745-46. She hypothesised that the suit has survived because it belonged 

to an Englishrnan (not a Scotsman) named John Hynde Cotton. Had it befonged to a Scot it would 

no doubt have been deçtroyed because the use of traditional Scottish dress was forbidden in 

order to subdue the highlanders of Scotland during proscn'ption. 

The suit was made up of three pieces which Bennett described in detail. She includes a 

photograph of the artifact, which was stored at the National Museum of Antiquities of Scotland. 

Bennett induded pattern details in this study which would allow reconstruction of the same styfe. 

This suit is another exarn pie of a costume mat s u ~ k e d  because it was rare, and unusual. It 

belonged to a very large man who was mocked by cartoonists at the time for his 6'4" height. It is an 

example of a suMving costume which is out af the ordinary and special in its design and 

construction. 

Bennett concentrates on the biographical history of John Hynde Cotton (1 66& 1 7521, 

and looks at the social and political history of his time. He was a Jacobite, for example, and thus 

was sympathetic b James II and his Cathok family, the Stuarb. Studying the life of the man 

presurned to have worn this costume gives context and allows supportable conclusions to be 

made about itç provenance. 

Bennett's conclusions were that the costume did belong to John Cotton. She based her 

decision on several points. The suit had to have belonged to an Englishman in order to have 

suMved proscription. The suit is a very large fi, and John Cotton was known to have been 6'4' 

tail. His Iifestyle, and poliücal affiliations, do not tule out the potential that he could have owned 

such a suit. This said, it is still hard to prove that it belonged to any one person, but she was able 

condude that it was a strong possibility. 

Simifarly, Janet Arnold's (1980) article about the mantie, or cape, of Jane Lambarde, gave 

a detaiIed description of the costume. ft is rare in the study of costume to find a portrait and 
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costume that match. Arnold succeeded in this with her study of this mantie, and showed an 

example of the poraait and pictures of the actual rnantle. In the m e  study Amoid invesûgated 

aspects of a jacket c. 1 i l  0-1 5. She had photographic evidence of a jacket held in a private 

collection, and a portrait from 1710-15 of Margaret Mon, wWng the jacket as part of her 

costume. The author discussed the use of portraits as pnmary sources from which to study 

cbthing artifacts. men there is skepticism as to the accuracy of clotbing depictions in portraits. 

Historians suspect that painters may have varied the garment's details in order to make the 

costume and portrait more appealing. ln the case of the porfraits of Mmaret bton's jacket, the 

portrait depiction is dmost photographic, it is so well represented. The design details of Jane 

Lombarde's mantle were accurate. The color was not the same. The author was undear as to why 

the color would have been changeci. 

Arnold's 1980 article on a mantua c. 1708-9 describes a rnantua which happens to be from 

the Clive House Museum in Shropshire. England. She compared the artifact with engravings of 

o ü w  mantuas, and Iooked at how they were draped in cornpanson witb the arüfact Arnold paid 

particular attention to the pleating and train which showed off the pattern in the material and she 

examined how the garnient was made. 

In her anaiysis of the mantua, Arnold referreâ extensively to advertisements for mantuas 

of all kinds. She refend to pricing as aûvetlfseû, and to the types of fabrics that were available. 

She concluded that the mantua must have been quick and easy to rnake, with its uncomplicated 

cut and adjustable pleats. Based on her tindings she ais suspected that it was likely a ready- 

made gment. rather than one specidly made for one person. The advertisements she cited Ied 

to this conclusion. 

Barbara Ann Caron (1 994) studied a dressing gown that was thought to have been worn 

by the Empress Eugenie of France. This author wanted to determine if the Empress actually 

coufd have wom this robe. She too look& closely at the construction and design details of the 

rok ,  and compared these with what is k m  about Ernpress Eugenie. She bied to determine, 

based on the body shape described, if Ernpress Eugenie could have fit into this robe. Caron 

presented detaiied measurements of the robe and decided that it would not have fit Eugenie at 

the tirne the garment was said ta have been worn. In attempting to decide if ttie Empress could 

have wom it, Caron set out to detemine the correct dates for the robe. She couid not 
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conclusively prove that the Empress did or did not own the gamient. but conduded that it was not 

likely. 

Studies such as these are interesting for their use of pnrnary and secondary materials and 

for understanding how similar studies in costume history are canied out. Understanding the 

purposes behind these types of studies helped in forrning my own research project. 

Eighteenth Century Men's Costume in ma in  

Generally most costume historians agree on what was worn by well-to-do men in the 

1700's. There is a signifiant body of knowledge and research that guides us throughout the 

century, identrfying trends that occurred in men's fashion. Buck (1979). Byrde (1979), Ribeiro 

(1983). Boucher (1 %a), Tortora and Eubanks (1989). and Kohler (1963) tend to agree on the 

basic changes in fashion, such as a slimmer silhouette nearer the end of the century than at the 

beginning. There are small differences among writers however, with regard to changes in design 

detail. It is important to understand when the deçigns changed in order to accurately date a 

costume such as the suit in this study. Some authors provide more detailed descriptions of men's 

costume and are thus more useful for the establishment of dates. 

At the beginning of the eghteenth century, men of the elite classes dressed similarly to 

men from the previous century. Still dependent on France for high fashion. the English adopted 

the three piece suit (Ribeiro, 1983, Boucher. 1983). The suit was a precursor to the three piece 

suit worn by men today in the 1990's. In the 1700's the three pieces remained constant 

throughout the century, with mail design changes as the 1700's rnoved on. A man's complete 

outfit consisted of more than just the three main suit pieces. He would have worn linen 

underdrawers, a shirt, a wais2coat. an outercoat, breeches, hose, shoes and a wig or hat. The 

biggest change was in silhouette, which overall becarne slimmer and l e s  exaggerated by the end 

of the century (bucher, 1983, Ribeiro, 1983, Payne, 1992, Byrde, 1979). 

E a k  
Generalfy in England the three main garmerits of the suit, the mat, the waistcoat and the 

breeches were made of the same fabric (Buck. 1 979, Ribeiro. 1 983. Payne, 1 992, Boucher, 
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1983). "A contrasting waistcoat often appeared in court and dress Wear  and was Iikely to be the 

rnost richly patterned and omamented garment of the three" (Buck, 1979). The oontrasting coat 

would have heavy brocade of gold or silver, or would be made in nch colorful damasks or plain and 

fgured velvets. Corded and fbwered si& were also used for the contrasting jackets. Often, dl 

three pieces were in the same fabric but the mats would have gold or silver trirn along the outside 

edges (Tortora & Eubanks, 1989). Ernbroidery was used aithough it was l e s  common. It was 

more Iikely used to highlight the suit's edges and pocket flaps (Kohler, 1963). "Ernbroidered suits 

often had a coat and breeches in colored silk and a waistcoat of white or cream re-ng the 

embroidery of the coat but in contrasting colors" (Buck, 1979). 

Silk production was worîdwide by the eighteenth cenlury. The traditional sifk road from 

China and the Far East was much l e s  important as Europeans and the British became silk 

producers. ln France. Lyons was the center for Slk of very high qualriy. in England, silk from 

Spitaifields, in London's East End, rivaileci that of Lyons and Genoa for its high quality. Figured 

silks were the malües for SpiMields producers, and they became fashionable in England in 

the eighteenth century (flanagan, 1954). 

World silk production was high, especially in China Japan and India Fine quality plain 

weave silks from the traditional silk producers in Asia and india competed with the newer 

Eumpean producers. Rmctions were implemented mid-century to protect the growing textile 

industry in England. 

Style Changes Throughout the Century 

Breeches 

The coat, waistcoat and breeches changed slightly from the beginning of the century to 

the end. At different times during the 1 7 0 0 ' ~ ~  the breeches knee closure changed. They were 

tied with a string or ribbon before 1760 or, as button making became more popular in England in 

the second half of the century, they were buttoned. Buckles were also us& mid-century as knee 

closures (Kohler, 19W, Payne, 1992, Byrde, 1979). As mats shortened around l74O-SO. 

breeches became more visiMe and the front closure became a more important design feature. 

Breeches had a single vertical button opening at centre-front at the beginning of the century. A 

flap, or front-fall was later added to cover the vertical opening. This flap couM be either a narrow 
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piece of fabric which was buttoned at the corners, or it could reach frorn one hip to the other 

(Buck, 1979. Tortora & Eubanks. 1 989). 

In 1745 breeches were made with holes in the back, where strings were crisscrossed to 

dlow for tightening and loosening of me waistûand (Buck, 1 979). M o r e  1 745, back straps 

would have k e n  used for this function. Breeches were ioose and bagged in the seat, with extra 

fabric (Payne, 1992 Tortora & Eubanks, 1989). The waist was made higher in the eafiy part of the 

1 700's. which rnarked a slight change frorn the 1600's. Breeches were made longer for riding, 

and near the end of the eighteenth cenhrry, extended over the caM (Payne, 1992). 

Coats and Waistcoats 

Under the waistcoat and coat men wore white stiirts. with pleated çhirt fflüs, until the 

1 790's. After this the friils and mff les at the neck and wrists disappeared. Gravats were replaced 

in the 1730's with 'stocks', or linen squares. These were folded into a neck band and left to hang 

down the front of the waistcoat (Tortora & Eubanks, 1989). 

Coats were wom over the sbirts and waistcoats. These changed the most drash'cally of dl 

the three main components of the suit. In the early part of the eighteenth century, before 1730, 

the mat was full-skirted and often padded at the hips. The slcirt was knee-length. The silhouette 

was similar to that of women, with accentuated wide hips. The mat was buttoned al1 the way to the 

bottom until the 1720's. when il was butfoned only from the top to the waist (Kohler, 19ES3, 

Tortora & Eubanks, 1989). Mid-century the pleats of the mat were moved further back and the 

padding, sirnilar to that seen in woman's dress. was rernoved. By the 1790's. the skirt of the coat 

had b e n  pushed so far back that essentially what was left were two siim tails hanging down the 

back (Buck, 1979, Kohler, 1963, Tortora & Eubanks, 1989, Ribeiro, 1983). The coat had 

scaHoped pockets, pfaced around hip level, which remained constant throughout the century. 

Around the 1 no's the sleeves became longer and the lace ruffies disappeareû. Untif 1 77'6, lace 

ruffles at the sleeve cuff varied in length. Cuffs varied in width also. They could be tumed up and 

were known to reach the elbow, but as the century progressed this detail also became smailer 

(Tortora & Eubanks, 1989). Buttons were used to close the coat and waistcaat, becoming larger 

as button production became increasingly important in England. They were made of silk and goat 
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hair, and later metal (Kohler, 1963). 

At the beginning of the eighteenth century the waistcoat was a jacket with sleeves: it was 

wom under the coat. It too was longer at the beginning of the century and undenvent changes as 

the century progressed. By the 1730's waisfcoatç çhortened to hip length, and were cut away in a 

triangle in the front (Boucher, 1983, Buck, 1979, Tortora & Eubanks, 1989.) By the 1 780's. 

however, they were cut straight across the hips. Also by the 17iû's. a mal1 standing collar courd 

be found on the waistcoats and coats in England (Buck, 1979). Generaily the sleeves and backs 

of the waistcoats were made of one fabric, different from that in the front Sleeved waistcoats 

were only sornetirnes wom, and at that were only wom in the first half of the eighteenth century 

(Payne, 1992, Buck, 1979, fortora & Eubanks, 1989). In the btter haif the sleeves were 

removec!, and vests were created. The fabric on the back of the waistcoat and vest could be 

different and of lesser quality than the front which was more heavify decorated. The mats and 

waistcoats could either be single or double breasted (Tortora & Eubanks, 1989). As the front of 

the coat was worn open, the waistcoat was more eiaborately dmrated with brocades, and 

embroidered silk (Tortora & Eubanks. 1989, Payne, 1992, mucher, 1983). 

Powdered wigs, popular in the 16001s, cmed over into the 1700's, at least in formai dress 

(Byrde, 1979). The large, full-bottomecl wig passed oui of fashion at the beginning of the 1700's 

Thmughout the century it was only wom for very formai occasions and by professionak such as 

lawyers and doctors. In the first half of the century, men couid aiso W e a r  their naturai hair, but it 

was in the same style as the wigs; and was powdered (Byrde, 1979, Buck, 1979). In the second 

half of the century wigs were more popular, aiough maifer in ske. Wigs went out of fashion in the 

1780's and 1 7901s, and men wore their hair naturally, covering it with a hat (Byrde, 1979). 

Stockinas and Sho- 

Stockings covered the caJf and ankles. These were tight-fitting tubes that tucked into the 

bottom of the breeches or were sometimes rolled just under the breeches. ln the first half of the 
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century, stockings were dyed to match the suit. In the second haff they were basicaily ail white 

(Payne, 1992). 'An elegant leg in a white slk stockjng was an important part of fashknable 

appearancew (Buck, p. 31 ). 

On their feet, men wore dark cobred leather shoes with varying &es of silver buckles. At 

the beginning of the century. the toes would have been squared, and the heels high, but near 

mid-century, the toes were rounded, and the heeis were bwered (Payne, 1992). Near the end of 

the century the silver buckles became larger (Buck, 1979. Kohler, 1963). 

AI1 aspects of eighteenth century men's dress changed throughout the century. These 

changes were often subtle, but they coufd also be drastic. Because the costume details 

changed, it is essential to understand when the design elements were changing, in order to 

accurately date a costume. 'Mile most auttiors tend to agree on the general details of men's 

costume. some authors concentrate on different aspects. For example, the cuff and face ruffle 

were looked at by T ortora and Eubanks, in detail, but not by the other authors. There is more 

detailed information on British fashion in books by Buck (1 979), Ribeiro (1983). and 6yrde (1979) 

as they concentrate on England. Others, such as Payne (1 992). Boucher (1 983) and Tortora and 

Eubmks (1 989) study fashion throughout many centuries, and in most of Europe. The frustration 

with these costume survey texts is the rack of detail in men's fashion. 

The Gghteenth Century 

The eighteenth century is commonfy referred to as the age of Enlightenment. Ouring this 

period. there was a rnovement away from traditional ideas of authonty and towards new political 

theories. More and more people engaged in trying to çcientifically prove what had up until then 

been rnystmerres of the worid. Many of the uncertainties of previous centunes became explainable, 

thus tes  frightening. Scientific knowledge gaineâ in previous centuries was put to practical use 

in the 1700's. &tain leû the way in economic expansion, fast rnoney, industrial eqmçion and 

overseas trade (Harris, 1963, Carswell, 1973, Owen, 1974). Cultural achievement was also 

notabie during that century. Expansion of the human mind, increased cornforts in Iifestyle, 

literature and ethics were al1 important to the changing society (Harris, 1 963). 

EconomicaHy, Britain and the rest of Western Europe rnoved throughout the century from 
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a rural lifestyle to a more urban existence. The Ctty of London experienced unprecedented 

growth in th is century (Carswell, 1 973). Man y factors contributecl to this sbift in lifestyle. 

Agticulturai innovations and irnproved sanitation reduced the threat of famine and disease. AI1 this 

led to increased population with a declining death rate. €nglish estate owners leamed new 

techniques for f m i n g  (Cowie, 1978). They taught these to their tenants and financially 

subsidised the necessary changes to the land. New kinds of crops. brought from al! over Europe, 

were planted in England. With new rnachinery. hunger was less of a problem. The improved 

business in agricufture, and induSrial devebprnent, rneant that here were more people able to 

rnake money (Bowden, 1979, Carswefl, 1973, Cowie, 1967). The cornmon people were then 

able to buy consumer goods such as better clolhing. 

For Great Bntain. the eighteenth century was a time of increased power on a worîd-wide 

scale. With superior sea power, and the ability to travel long distances over oceans, colonial nile 

allowed the English to dominate woild trade, in goods as well as slave labor (Owen. 1974, Harris. 

1963, Carswell, 1973). In Africa, the British used their power to export labor to the American 

colonies, where they would be put to work on plantations. These plantations produced goods 

thal were then shipped k c k  to England for final distribution. Sirnilar trading was taking place in 

East lndia (Webb, 1970, Cowie, 1978). 

At  the beginning of the 1 7th century Queen Elizabeth I had granted a Charter to London 

merchants for a trading monopoly to Asia. Soon known as the East lndia Company it gained a 

foothold in India and the British traders envisioned and eventuaîly reaîised massive profils The 

establishment of such a powerful Company eventually led to imperial domination by the British in 

India Raw materiais were shippeû from the colonies, manufactured in England and then shipped 

back to colonial markets. Profits were large, and paid for military activity, while at the same t h e  

keeping the money supply lirnited in the colonies (Harris, 1963, Carsweil, 1973). France, who had 

been powerful in previous years as a coloniaiist, was stripped of territory in North and South Asia, 

and England dorninated imperial m e .  Main also surpassed countries like Spain and Holland, 

and dorninated the colonial nations of the New Worid. 

For the British monarch y. the eighteenth century was a peflod of relatnle stability in 

cornparison with previous centuries. The accession of George 1, and the House of Hanover, 

marked the beginning of the G m a n  fine of monarchs To amid conflicts such as the Caülolic and 
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Protestant split and the Jacobite Revolution of the 1 6ûûSs, English rnonarchs were required to be 

members of the Church of England, making the King Protestant- Additionalty, the dMne right of 

kings was replaced with nile by consent of Parliament (Harris, 1963). Politics became even more 

important, and some outstanding leaders such as Robert Walpole and William Pitt were in charge 

of rnilitary exploits that allowed England to gain its position of power in the ever-expanding world. 

Essentiaily, the 1 fOOSs saw the beginning of party poli- in Britain (Hamis, 1963, Carswell, 1973, 

Owen. 1974). 

Society turned away from a rather blind faith in religious doctrine that had guided every 

facet of their lives, and relied more heavily on the sciences, which were assumed to be able to 

sofve al1 problerns (Harris, 1963, Owen, 1974). There was an outright rejection of refigion, and the 

pursuit of secular knowledge gained new importance. Sir Isaac Newton and his group 

concentrateci on what cou@ be proven by expen'ment and mathematical methods. The universe 

was understood as never before (Webb, I W O ) .  

Regardless of this move towards rational thinking, strict class divisons within society 

between the aristocracy and cornmon people continued to exist in Britain. The eighteenth 

century is aiso known as the Age of Anstocracy, and refinement. Great country houses with 

exquisite architecture, and landscapes glorified the owners and reflected their material weafth 

(Harris, 1963). People of weaRh in Britain induded the aristocracy, or greater land owners, and 

increashgly throughout the century with the progression of the Industrial Revolution, lesser 

gentry who were able ta make money in business. These monied people mixed to a certain 

extent with the aristocracy, but were never fuliy accepted into that elite grouping. The winter 

Wal season was spent in London as the House of Lords sat at that the. As many of the weafthy 

took part, they were expected to spend tirne in both London and at their country estates. 

Springtime saw movement from London to the country, where the landed estates could be 

watched and recreation enjoyed (Carswell, 1 973, Owen, 1974). 

The end of the 1700's was a time of upheaval worldwide. The Amen'can (1 ï76) and 

French (1 789) revolutions promoted quick and drastic changes to society and its structures, while 

the Industrial RevolutÏon contributed to both the success and empowerment of the common 

people. The right to personal liberty and freedom of speech and politics developed in the 17603, 

and were put to great use during that tirne. People feit freer to fight againçt injustices of a 
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dominant upper class and fought for equality arnong the masses (Carswell. 1973). A desire in the 

colonies for independence. and British mismanagement of colonial affairs led to the War of 

lndependence in the Arnerican colonies in 1775. with the outcome of an independent nation 

headed by George Washington in 1 789 (Carswell. 1 973). The British were less of a world-wide 

threat after this event. However, the French, who were allied with the Americans against the 

British, gained strength from the success of the colonies in North Amerka, and after their own 

violent revolution ended in 1799, Napoleon becarne France's dictator. 

Establishing Links 

By understanding the vanous methods for studying histories and material culture. there is 

a con:ex& in whîch to study the suit from the Clothing and Textiles Museum. Understanding what 

was happening in Engtand and the colonies in the eighteenth century helps to establish a path of 

research that can lead to important discoveries about the suit. Prevailing issues of the eighteenth 

century, with the age of enlightenrnent. in a clirnate of industrial and economic expansion provide 

the backdrop for the study of an artifact of the time. 

8 y  understanding how material cuhure is studied and why. it was possible to create a 

mode1 of research that addresses the issues that were raised as a resuît of the suwey of literature. 

A more clothing specific approach to the study of materiai culture, which addresses the intimate 

nature of the artifact helps us leam from the artifact in a systematic faaion, and allows the 

maximum arnount of information to be gained and interpreted while putting the artifact in context. 

Al! of these things allow for systematic progress to be made toward the goal of establishing a date 

for the C & T Museum suit. With enough background information of eighteenth century social 

history and fashion history it is also possible to put the suit into some perçpectrve with relation to 

the time and place where it might have k e n  worn. 



CHAPTER THREE 

RESEARCH APPROACH 

In the study of material culture, it is essentiai for the researcher to develop a grammar to 

'read' an artifact, as the most important source of information is the artifact itself. ln this study, the 

most information was gained from the suit housed at the Clothing and Textiles Museum at the 

University of Manitoba Research of the social history surrounding the suit was essential in order 

to gain som e contextuai basis, however the study weighs equaliy on the material evidence as it 

does on the supplementary data. Patterneû on some afready existing models of materiai history 

research ouffined below, a gramrnar was developed based on examination, cornparison and 

evaluation of the artifact. 

Original Research Modets 

The first research mode1 guiding my research was developed and tested at the University 

of New Brunswick by a graduate class in the department of history, under the supervision of Dr. 

Stewart Smith. This model wilf be referred to as the UNB moâel. fi was bas& on the seminai work 

of Jutes Prown and E. McLung Flemming. See appendix A for a summarised chart showing the 

essential flow of the research procedure. lt is not clothing specific. 

The second model was developed by Joan Severa and Memll Horswill, in 1989, to better 

suit the study of costume as materiaf culture. In their study of dresses, the authors also borrowed 

from Prown and Flemming's rnodels, to corne up with a methodology that takes into account the 

intimate nature of clothing as a unique object of study in matenal history. Severa and Horswill's 

mode1 requires anatysis in categories of study uniquely related to clothing. See appendix B for a 

sumrnafised chart showing the essentid flow of this model. 

New Modei of Analysis 

In order to &st suit the present research, parts of bath of these models were taken and 

combined. Table 1 shows the new model which was used in this study. I decided that the UNB 
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model had complete categories for each step in the procesç. The Several Ciorswill mode1 had 

broader categories which çeemed to lack the necessary detail that 1 thought would be important in 

this study. The UN6 model, with more detailed categorisation allowed for more detail on the 

provenance and therefore more condusions could mMy be made from the researm. The 

provenance category was seen as important for this study. 

The four step procedure was foliowed from the UNB model. ObservaBe data. 

comparative data, supplementary daWsecondary sources and conclusions are categories which 

are closely related to those in the UNB model. However within each step, the observations are a 

combination of the two original models- Design and construction, function, cultural analysis. 

provenance and interpretive analysis will be assessed at each step in the process. The relevant 

questions to be answered within each of the categories are are outlined in Appendix C. 

Tabiel. Thenewmodelforthestudyotcosbme~materhlculRueshowsthecategoriasandstepskiWved. 

Anal pis Material Design + Construction Fundon Cuitural Analysis Provenance Interpretive Analysis 

Design and construction refer to the details within the suit. The pattern and 

construction techniques that were used in this suit were analysed in depth. The types of applied 

design and stitching techniques were assessed. Silhouette and style were observed. M a t  

types of fabric were used and the textile design details will also be looked at here. 
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Function refers to the reaçons for the suit being produced and its uses. 

Cultural Analysis refers to the usefulness of the artifact to amtemporaty çociety at the 

tirne. It may dso include how the artrfact was viewed by the users and makers of such artifacts. 

Provenance is the artifad's geographic place and tirne of origin. its maker, its owner 

and its history. This category includes any changes that have been made to the artifact since it 

was orig inaily constnicted. 

lnterpretive anaiysis is the judgment that I made through analysis of the artifact. This 

indudes a value judgment about the artifact to the individuais who used the artifact. as well as the 

rnaker. It also includes my analysis of the skill involveci in producing such an artifact. The social 

rofe the artifad piayed, and its effediveness were also evaiuated here. 

Wtthin each of these categories the four steps were followed. Due to limitations beyond 

my control there was some information that was not found. Mwever, following the mode1 and 

based on the artifact itseff in cornparison with other existing eighteenth century men' suits. 

enough information was pulled from the study to make mne mnclusions. 

Procedure 

The above analysis was applieû to each step as follows: 

Step 1 : Observable data/ Identification: Through mainly visual and tactile rneans, the material 

design and construction, function, cultural maiyçis, provenance and interpretive anafysis was 

recorded, guided by the questions outlined in Appendix C. 

Step 2: Comparative data of other eighteenth century sufis: By cornparhg details in material, 

design and construction, to those of other suits from the 17003, çimilarities and differences were 

noted. These cornparisons were recorded on data collection sheds shown in appendix D. A 

chart, shown in Appendix E was then used to record the individual details for easier cornparisons 

with the suit housed at the University of Manitoba. Clothing a d  Textiles Museum. 

Step 3: Supplementary datakecondary sources: Written and printed resources of a prirnary 

and secondary nature were consuited and the resuits can be seen in Chapters 2 and 4. Sources, 
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such as archivai materiai, family mrrespondence and visual representation in the form of 

portraiture were çtudied. Secondary sources such as fastibn history books and -al history 

books were used. The data cornpiled in this research provided additional information concerning 

the propertks of materiai, design and construcüon, function. cultural analyss. and provenance 

(most emphasised in this step), alfowing for interpretive analysis. 

Step 4: Conclusions: Conclusions were reacfied on each of the functions based on the 4 step 

procedure. General cunclusions about the suit were reached in order to fulfil the objectives of the 

study. These are discussed in Chapter 5. 

At any time it was possible to go back into previous steps to fiil in information as it becarne 

available. This modet does not prohibit bacidtacking if it means a more complete resutt will 

ernerge. 

lmplementation 

In order to meet the objectives of this study, many resources were us&. I consufted as 

much written rna?erial as is available in Winnipeg. This was mainly semndary research material on 

other exampies of like çtudies, and the generai mial hisbry of the eighteenth century and of the 

Clive family. 

Step 1: 

The initiai observation of the suit began in the proposal stage of this thesis. Further 

details were then recorded before progressing to step 2 when more detailed observation of the 

construction and structural techniques were made. Phobgraphs and dides were taken of the 

most intricate details of the suit. 

step 2: 

Investigation of other su& was essential to determine cofrect dating of the C & T suit. 

The artifacts avaiiab!e in Canada were researched in a pilot çtudy of English eighteenth century 

men's costume at the Royal Ontario Museum in Toronto and The McCord Museum in Montreaf. 
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This pilot study allowed me to refine my data collection techniques and thus contributed to the 

present data collection syçtem in Appendices O and E The original data collection sheet is 

outlined in Appendix F. 

In order to have a sufficient nurnber of su& for cornparison, 1 travelled to Engiand and 

Wdes where many examples of eighteenth century wits remain. This process of research and 

observation involvecf cornparhg the suit from the Clothing and Textiles Museum with other suits 

from the last half of the 1700s. The second haif of the century covered the adulthood of Lord 

Clive, and so it made sense to restrict the research to this time frame. 

While in Engfand many different resources were used. There is pertinent information at a 

nurnber of Müsh museums and Iibran'es. The Vicbria and Albert Museum in London has an 

extensive collection of eighteenth century costume. Appointrnents at the Victoria and Albert 

Museum and the Costume Museum in Bath were ananged in advance of travel, and meetings 

were set up for me to speak with the curators at those institutions. Using Appendix D, 22 

examples of waistcoats and 13 examples of breeches were observed at four rnuseums; The 

Victoria and Albert. the Costume Museum in Bath, the McCord Museum, and the Royal Ontario 

Museum. Secondary sources were dso consulted at the Art Library at the V & A. Further 

information was gathered from curators at the National Amy Museum in London and the 

Ceremoniai and Court Dress Collection at Kensington Palace. 

Step 3: 

Initiai conespondence with Barbara Allen of the Clive House Museum in Shrewsbury, 

Shropshire proved to be quite helpful in establishing the locations with the most information on 

the Clive famify (see Appendix F). The Clive House Museum itseif did not hold much information 

relevant to the Clives. I was advised by Ms. Allen, that there is a Clive Museum in Powis Castle, 

Welshpool, Powys, Wales. At that location there are many artifacts that beionged to the Clives, 

though none of them clothing related, but which were rather more like souvenirs which were 

brought back from lndia Most of the family records and correspondence are held at the National 

Library of Waîes in Aberystwytti, Wales and at the lndia Office Records in London. All of these 

institutions were visited in hopes of finding information that more directfy mentioned the suit, and 

its construction, buying and fitting. Further çupplernentary information was gathered at the Public 
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Records Office in London where the Last Wiil and Testament of Lord Clive is held. 

The National Portrait Gallery in London holds many portraits, mainly of the more affluent 

and important people in British history. I saw the only portrait of Clive held at this gallery, and used 

the Heinz Archives which is affiliated wtth the NPG to find more information on the portrait itsetf. 

Based on the general information gathered using the four step model developed for this 

project, many of the questions regarding the provenance of this suit were addresçed. Accurate 

dating was established,using the data collection sheets in Appendix E. through cornparisons with 

other eighteenth century su&. and substantiated by other supplementary information gathered 

from the archives and libraries in the United Kingdom. 

Pilot Study 

ln order to be sure that the method of data collection was suitable for this research. a pilot 

study was done prior to travelling to the United Kingdom. In June 1996,i arrangecl a meeting at 

the McCord Museum in Montreal and the Royal Ontario Museum (R.O. M.) in Toronto. Each of 

these rnuseums have exarn ples of eig Meenth century men's suits. 

The McCord has one full three piece suit dated c. 1760. and a waistcoat dated c. 1765. 

60th these suits were worn by Bntisb settlers in Lower Canada (Quebec). Photographs of the 

suits were taken and the costume curator, Jacqueline Beaudoin-Ross was consuited. Using the 

data coiiection sheets in Appendix F, meaçurernents were taken on the McCord's suits As I was 

obseMng the suits. I realised that it would be easier to draw a simple sketch of the suit, and fiil in 

the appropriate information directiy on a sketch. I rejected the original data collection shed after 

the meeting at the McCord, and proceeded to the R.0.M with a new idea of measurement 

collection. 

At the R.O. M. six full suits were studied. These suits ranged in dates from 1 770- 1 790. 

and were ail British. Again. sketches were made for each, and measurements were taken. 

Photographs were taken of ail the suits and the costume curator, Alexandra Palmer, and the 

Textile technician, Shannon Oliot were both consutted. 

Upon retum to Winnipeg, the necessary changes were made to the data collection 

sheets. The present outline of rnethodology for this study is an outcome of this trip. 



Conclusion 

This chapter outlined the method of inquiry used for this research, g ~ n g  specific 

information about the model and how it was used in the study. A cornpanson of the suit from the 

Clothing and Textiles Museum at the Universty of Manitoba with extant examples from collections 

of the most prominent institutions housing costumes in Great main assisted in estaMishing a 

fimer provenance or the arüfact. Details of the investigation are coritained in Chapter 4. 



CHAPTER FOUR 

FlNDlNGS 

Robert. Lord Clive. Baron of Pfassev. and Kniaht of the Bath 

The proces  of archivai research was divided into searching for indications of dress in 

three time periods in Clive's Iife. There are thousands of suwiving documents in the Clive 

archives. and I h k e d  specifically at several hundred letters, reg books and journals ûnce the 

date for the C & T Museum suit had k e n  established. by cornparison with other eighteenth 

century suits, as dating from the 1 7ôû's to the 1 i ïû1s .  I detemined that Robert Clive's He was the 

important source for dues about the suit. I concentrated on the time period before his rnarn'age to 

Margaret, from 1740-1 753. l had hoped that there woufcf be çome support to baclc up the daim of 

the donor that this was a suit wom for Clive's wedding in 1753. Wrth new direction suggested by 

Avril Hart of the Victoria and Albert Museum, l alsa concentrated on the time that Cfive was made a 

Knight of the Bath in 1764 as wetl as the time that he was officially instaffed in 17ï2. 1 searched 

within three years of each of these tirnes for indications of dress with relation to Lord Clive. A s  

indicated previously I also searched through the remaining records after Clive's death, from 

Novem ber 1774 ?O the end of 1775. With the nurnerous inventories that were taken at the time of 

his death I hoped to find reference to his clothing. 

The manuscripts that remain are in many foms. There are thousands of letters between 

Clive and his friends, colleagues and farnily, spanning his entire Iife. The letters took a very long 

time to moue from lndia to England and vice versa Some of the letters took up to a year to arrive. 

This is indicated on the envelopes or recordeci by secretaries, on the letter directly. The date the 

letter was wntten, sent and received was recxrrded on each letter. 

The most important reference in these letters depended on the time period through 

which I was searching. For exampie dl the correspondence and log books mat indicated dothing 

were considered important throughout the entire process. ln the early years, although the letters 

describing his military successes were interesüng, they were largely ignored in favour of those 

which indicated something about his personal life, from the time he arrived in lndia to the tirne he 

returned to England as a mam'ed man in 1753. All Mers that discussed his marnage, and Lady 

Clive were viewed as important. 
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The Order of the Bath was the key reference for the time period starting in 1763 until 

1 767, and aien again from 1 TIO to 1 77'2- Not only were letters found in the Clive manuscripts at 

both the India Office Records at the British Library, and the National tibrary of Wales, but there 

were also letters in manuscript collections of sume of the other important individuals who were 

particularly close to Clive. At the lndia Office records 1 also searched through the Sutton collection 

and the Ofme Papers. Each of these contained letters Clive had wrïtten to his colleagues General 

Carnac, and Robert Orme, the offkial historian for the East India Company in the late 1700's. The 

primary resources have k e n  corn bined with seconday literature to piece together a biography of 

Clive. which helps to pu? the suit from the Clothing and Textiles Museum in context. A 

biographical ouüine has ken compiled from archivaf sources and literature dready existing about 

the life of Lord Clive. 

There have b e n  a number of biographies written about the life of Robert Clive. These 

biographies concentrate alrnost entirely on his military successes in the colonisation of lndia by 

the British in the eighteenth century (Malleson, 1900, Arbuthnot, 1899, Gleg, 1907, Wilson, 

1925). Perhaps because Clive was such a prominent rnilitary leader, very little information about 

his personal life is included in the available fiterature. Interest in Clive's life seems to have been 

studied in phases. In the early part of the twentieth century a number of biographies were written 

with careful attention paid to his m ilitary life, and very few references to his personal and social lue. 

The biographies written later in the 1960's and 1970's also concentrated for the most part on the 

military Iife of Robert Clive (Lawford, 1976, BenceJones 1974, Edwardes, 19T7). T hese 

biographies did however offer some dues about aspects of his Iife off the battlefields. Although 

there is more social history in the biography by Edwardes, it should be viewed with some care. 

Edwardes, though seerningly thorough, is considered a popular historian. His information and 

interpretation of Clive's life could be less accurate then a pureiy acadernic study. Wrth only one 

book in minimal circulation about the Clive collection of artifacts at the Clive Museum in Powis 

Cade, distributed by the National Trust in mgland, there are more detailed references to Clive 

and his family. There is still a void to be fiHed. 

Robert Clive has primariiy been a bpic of inter- for mihtary hisbrians, wtio trace his 

career from its meagre start as a clerk with the East India Company, through the many successful 

battles in lnâia in the name of Britain. Generalb there is agreement, chronologically and otherwise 
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on key points about the events that led to his financial and military success. Fucther study of Clive 

at the Onecrtal and lndia O f f i c e  Records at the Mtish iibrary and the National Library of Wales 

unmvered more information that is relevant to the study of Clive's Iife. There are thousands of 

leüers between Clive and his family and friends that albw for deeper insight into Clive, as a family 

man and friend, rather than as a General. There are also dozens of joumals, inventones and log 

books which reveai aspects of Clive's more private Me. These show what clothing he wore, what 

he had in his five households, how rnuch he spent on his rather extravagant fifestyle. and much 

more. 

Robert was bom in 1725 to Richard Clive and Rebecca Gaskell, of Styche Hall in the 

village of Morton Say near Shrewsbury, Shropshire. He was the eldest son of a country lawyer, 

and by sorne accounts had a troublesome youth with a penchant for fighting. He had a 

chequered scholastic career as a child and moved from school to schoof. lt appears that his family 

gave up on him at an early age when he was sent to live with his aunt and uncle. 

At the age of eighteen Robert was appointed to the East lndia Corn pany (hence forth 

known as the E.I.C.) as writer/clerk. His father had a contact within the cornpany, and that is how it 

is thought he gained the appointment. There is discrepancy as to the date of this appointment 

however. He either joined the cornpany in 1742 at age 17 or a year later in 1743. In any case he 

left England in 1743 for a fourteen month joumey to India ( M o r d ,  1976, Chaudhuri, 1975, 

Bence-Jones, 1975, Malleson, 1900, Arbuthnot, 1899, Wilson, 1925, Gleig, 1907, Edwardes, 

1977). He arrived in India in June 1744. 

As a writer for the EIC, Clive was paid a safary of five pounds per year. He aJso received 

room and board, and an aifowance of 3.10 pounds pei- month (Bencezlones, 1975). At first Clive 

is known to have written to his father on occasion indicating that he was depressed, and unhappy 

in lndia He did not know anyone a! the beginning of his stay in lndia He is said to have atîempted 

suicide at this early stage in his life. There is only a bnef mention of this in the biography by 

BenceJones, and it is not followed up with much detail. None of the other authors seem to have 

looked at Clive's Me in greater detail than did BenceJones, therefore there is no other mention of 

this aspect of his life in any mer biography. 

The Company encouraged its employees in their individuai entrepreneurid pursuits while 

in India, and private trading was popular. Clive was an ambitious ernpioyee and eager for 
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promotion. For entertainment there was litde to do in Madras but play cards, drink alcohol and 

frequent brothels. Clive's job was not exciting, and he appareritly had am bitious ideas about his 

future. In his early years with the EIC Clive was reprimanded for his insubordination and had 

trouble dealing wiai his s u p a r s  in the Company. The excitement of m i l i  duty was not far off 

for Clive when in 1746, a conflict mpted between the French and Bntish trading mrnpanies in 

India This confl'ict was in çome respects seen as an extension of the war for Austnan succession 

in Europe (Chaudhuri. 1975, Bence-Jones 1974). 

The eighteenth century was a time of intense cornpetition between France and England 

for colonial and trading power in India, and many battes were fought between the two. When 

France captured Madras from the Brrtish in 174, Clive launched his rnilitary career. As  prisoners 

of Dupleix, the French govemor, Clive and his friend, Edmund Maskelyne, escaped disguised as 

natives (Mwardes, 1977, Bendones. 1974). Clive's bravery and leadership was noted in 

baffles that foliowed at Fort St. David, and in the attempts to secure Pondicheny which was 

French heu. Clive's most notable successes were in Arcot in 1751 and Plassey in 1757. Clive's 

military career became one of great distinction and he was subsequently referred to as the 

'heaven bom general' by William Pitt WHh battles won by the British in India, and the French 

becoming l e s  of a threat, Clive turned much of his attention to making his fortune (Lawford, 

1976, Bence-Jones, 1975, Malleson, 1900, Arbuthnot, 1 899. Wilson, 1925, Gleg, 1907, 

Edwardes, 1977, Cowie, 1967). Each of the biographies goes into great detail about al1 the 

baffles he fought, and their military consequences. 

Margaret Maskelyne, the sister of Clive's good friend Edmund, was one of eleven young 

women who arriveci in lndia in 1 752. A letter from Charles Boddam, in Fort St. David, aierted Clive 

to the fact that eleven English wornen were en route to lndia, listing the names of each one. He 

advised Clive that 'after such a carnpaign as you had, these M e s  will have a wonderful affect 

upon you." (IOR rnss eur G39fbox 20). Having been succesfui in his battle at Arcot, Clive was, it 

seems, ready to many. Margaret was seventeen years OU. Edwardes speculates that the women 

were shipped t~ lndia in order to find men to many, but Margaret also had relatives in lndia. lndeed 

in letters to his aster, Edmund Maskefyne encouraged Margaret to corne out to lndia to make a 

suitable match (IOR mss G39/ box 20). Though there is little information about the courtship of 

Ciive and Margaret, BenceJones and Edwardes speculate that Clive was an obvious attraction to 
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her. 8y the time she arrived in India, Clive was relatively wealthy and distinguished for his militafy 

successes. 'He was rich - the profits on the commissariats had now reacheâ around £40,000." 

(Bence-Jones. p. 76). He apparently tiad an aura of success, but he was not a particularly 

handsome man. BenceJones notes that Clive was me to afford fine dotbing that covered his 

robust figure. 

At this time of his marriage he had among many other things: 

-mats in brown and blue which were trimmed with silver lace 

- 15 pairs of silk breeches 

-36 plain shirts 

-54 ruffle shirts 

-20 shirts with lace ruffs 

-40 pairs of çbckings (IOR Eur mss G39/box 1 7) 

He was also known to have traditional Indian dress such as gold coats and turbans, and silk 

pantaloons (BenceJones, 1975). 

The year Clive was rnarned he was 28 years old. Evidence shows that Clive had planned 

a trip back to England for February 1753- An interesthg de?aij is that '...as late as 15 of February 

he had booked hirnself a single passage." (Edwardes, 1977). Speculation is that he did not plan 

to rnany even up to a short tirne before he left for England. Three days later on the 18th of 

February, he mamed Margaret and they set sail shortly after that for England. What could have 

happened in thse three days that caused him to change his mind and marry? It was apparentiy a 

surprise to many of Clive's friends who wrote to him while he and his new bride sailed back to 

England. Letters from Stringet Lawrence. Clive's mentor and superior office upon his arrivai in 

lndia, and his friends Gardener and Rapington exclaini theit joy and congratulate Clive on the 

occasion of his marriage (IOR Orme mss collection 287). Few details sumunding his mamage are 

available. Records show that the ceremony was perfomed by a Oanish missionary, Reverend 

John Fabricius, who was well paid for his seMces (Edwardes, 19T7). The newfy rnarried couple 

sailed to England on the Pelharn, and anived to find there was great interest in Clive's exploits in 

India: Clive had becorne a hero to the English (BenceJones, 1975, Edwardes, 19T7, Lawford, 

1 976). 
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Clive was prone to sickness and depression. and again fell il1 while they were in England 

(Lawford, 1976, E)enceJones, 1975, Maileson, 1900, Arbuthnot, 1899, Mlson, 1925, Gleig, 

1907, Mwardes, 1977). It is not certain what his lifelong illness was. He suffered from severe 

stornâch pains and fever which. it is speculated, could have been dysentery , gâfl Maddei 

problems or malana (Edwardes, 1977). The pain and fever were accornpanied by depression. 

which usuaily fdlowed his more ac tk  tirnes and physical exertion. He often fell quite i l1  and 

became depressed after his rnilitary campaigns. A prescription from a dactor in f ndia was given to 

Clive before he set out for his joumey to England in 1753. It advised Clive b take mree 

deobstruent pills every nighr and to combine this further with wild Valenan ([OR Orme m s s  

collection 287). Valerian is also an h e m  anti-depressant. Ttiough many think that he became an 

opium addict, this is not confirmeci. He took opium to duIl the pain, and he appears to have onIy 

taken it during his bouts of depression (Edwardes, 1977, BenceJones, 1975, Lawford, 1 976). 

While in England, Clive was recognised by the Briüsh rnilitary elite as a great success in 

India The EIC was impressed by his ability as weil and he was offered a govemorship upon his 

return to India. Biographers concentrate to a large extent on his attempts at gainhg a seat in 

Parliament at this tirne. M i l e  in England he spent E5000 on a failed atternpt for a seat in the 

house. He had the support of important men such as the Earl of Sandwich, but the Prime Minister 

hated the eari of Sandwich, and was aterefore not in favour of Clive holding a Parliamentary seat 

(Bence-Jones, 1975, Lawford. 1976, Arbuthnot, 1899, Chaudhuri, 1975, Maileson, 1900). Clive 

and his wife retumed to India the day after iosing in his Parfiarnentary atternpt. They set sail in the 

early part of October and arrived in Bombay at the end of October (Arbuthnot, 1899). He later 

went on to take up his new post as guvemor of Fort St. David, in the Madras Presidency. 

They left behind two children, Edward, 'Ned', and their second newborn child, in 

England. They took with them two of Clive's cousins and one of Margaret's cousins who had 

previously fived in Bengal. Though one might think that Margaret regretted leaving her two 

babies. letters written daily from their ship seerned happy (Bence-Jones, 1 975, Lawford, 1 976, 

Edwardes, 19ï7). 

Clive's milibry successes and subsequent weatoi was in part due to his victory at the 

Bame of Plassey in June 1757. It is for this batae that Clive is best known in military history. He 

won praise from King George and WiWn Pitt who was the Foreign Secretary and Secretary of 
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War. Clive though already w&hy and powerful became even more so when he was given a 

legacy of £234,000 by the Mir Jafar. He was ai= given the land on which the EfC had offices and 

storage facilities in lndia Clive was awarded this money for his support of the Mir Jafar in his bid for 

seizure of the Nawabçhip from its exisüng ruler, Siraj-uddaula in 8engaJ. He received, as his 

private jagir or estate, the entire district of Ywenty-four paraganasn which was çome 880 square 

miles with annual land rentai values of £30,000 (Wolpeft, 1993,180)- Mir Jafar was essentially a 

Puppet for the EIC, and as he owed his success to the Company (and Clive) was under their 

amplete control. Wolpert (1 993)' a prominent, historian mes of Clive's financial coup as follows: 

'overnight. at the age of thirty-two. he became one of England's weaithiest subjects, first of the 

reviled 'nababs', won to retum to London with bags of Indian jewels and guld that he used to buy 

up shares of cornpany stock and rotten borough seats galore in Parliament" ( p l  80-1 81). 

In July of 1760, Margaret and Robert retumed again to England. This time they left 

behind a sick child in India. This child did not survive the year. In England, more weahhy and 

successful than he had k e n  the last time, Clive was even more highly regardeci by EIC officiais. 

On July 14th Clive had an audience with the King and in the same rnonth received an honorary 

degree from Oxford University (Edwardes, 1977). 

There is some confusion as to how wealthy Clive was. He was certainly filthy rich, though 

his exact worth is not agreed upon. In an apparently exaggerated regiçter of 1 759, his weafth was 

listed at £1, 200,000. 'People spoke of him as the richest subject in Europe." (Bence-Jones. 

1974, p. 188). He -nt money freely, and was generous (Edwardes. 1977). He had a house in 

Styche where his parents lived. He and Margaret had a house in Berkeley Square in London, and 

a Shropshire estate worth £70,000. Even with ail this wealth he waç never çocialiy accepted by 

the English aristocracy. This is an interesting problem that was faced by many of the families who 

made a lot of money in the colonies or in the rapidly industriaking Society of England. Witti new 

economic prosperity within a society of distinct class divisions the newly w e m y  were not 

considered as part of the arisbcracy. He was recognised by dl the rnost powetful men in England, 

induding the King. One of Clive's daughter's was named Charlotte after the Queen, who was also 

the girl's Godrnother; A letter to Doctor Hancock on Febniary 27, 1762 States: 'tady Clive I 

daresay will write to Mrs. Hancock. she has been latdy brought to bed of a daughter, and we are in 

a great huny in making preparations for the Chn'stening as the Queen is to be Godrnother" (IOR 
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rnss eur 39/box 15). This shows a certain amount of importance in England. and to King George. 

He was given tities, that would make him equad to the longer estabiished afiSx-r.7cy but he was 

never considered one of thern. Margaret was never %ken up by aristocratie English society, not 

even when her h u m  was very fich and a peer, one doubts i f  she received rnany smart 

invitations at this time." (Bence-Jones, 1975, p. 77). The Clives seerned to have socialiseci 

mainly wiai others who had spent time and were important in India. As they dl -nt time in both 

England and lndia they were in close contact at al1 times. On the surface he seerns to have been 

rich enough and well enough eçtablished in the higher ranks of çociety. but Bendones  and 

Edwardes botb insist that he and Margaret were never accepted by the establishment. 

In 1759 Clive set out once again to attain a seat in Parliament This time he was 

successful. His father and a colleague also ran for and çecured seats in the House (Lawford, 

1976, BenceJones, 1975, Malleson, 1900, Arbuttinot, 1899. Wilson, 1925, Gleig, 1907, 

Edwardes, 1977). By 1 761 they were fully entrenched in British Parliament. Clive became more 

interesteci in British politics in these years. Wrth tension between George I l  1 and William Pitt, Clive 

supported the King. ln retum for this favour, Clive was named Baron Clive of Plassey. 

In the 1760's there were problems in the lndian Colony which required Clive's expertise 

and attention. The sbck of the EIC shareholders was falling quickly in part due to a loss of control 

in lndia by the Govemors, and by a renewed French threat. The Sepoys, or Indian soldiers, were 

beginning to rebel, and mass executions were considered to be the only way to keep order 

(Lawford, 1976, Bence-Jones, 1975. Malleçon, 1900, Arbuthnot, 1899, Wilson, 1925, Gleig, 

1907, Edwardes, 1977). 

By 1764, lndia was in tunoil. In 1760, having given up on his bankrupt kingdom. Mir 

Jafar had resigned in favour of his son-in-law, Mir Kasim, who found the control over hirn by the 

EIC intolerable. fie sought the help of other Nawabs, and fought a num ber of unsuccesskrl 

battles with the English in the surnrner of 1764. Back in England news of anti-British sentiment 

reached EIC directors who saw Clive as the most capable man fo deal wiai the crisis He was 

appointeci Govemor of BengaJ to return to India. By the time he arrived in May 1765 the battles 

wete largely over (Majumdar, Raychaudhuri, Datta, 1961). The Mir Mar waç resbred to power for 

the second time in 1765. Clive himseif descRbed the situation in the following manner; "such a 

scene of anarchy, confusion, bn'bery, comption, and extortion was never seen or heard of in m y  
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country but Bengal; nor such and so many fortunes acquired in so unjust and rapacious a 

manne7 (Wolpert, 1993, p. 81). Of cowse Clive and d h e r  EJC offkials were among those who 

made their fortunes in this way. While in lndia a great political coup was masterminded by Clive 

obliging the Moghal Emperor to confer on the EIC aie rigM to co lW taxes and thus to adrninister 

the three provinces of Bengal. Bihar and Orissa (Majumdar. Raychaudhuri, Dam 1961). This 

marked the tefritonal foundation of what eventually became British contrd over the entire South 

Asia subcontinent. 

Before Clive was sent to India he was made a Knight of the Bath. It was thought that he 

would hold even more power if he retumed to lndia as a Knight with the crirnson sash. He had 

been disillusioned, years earlier, when he had been overlwked for appointment as a Knight of 

the Bath. ln a letter in 1762, to his friend Mr. Vansrttart, referring mostly b the Jagir money, Clive 

showed his concem over not king narned an EngCish Peer. He çaid in this letter '...if mer the 

battle of Plassey I had stayJd in lndia for my self as well as the cornpany or acquired the fortune I 

might have done and by this time I might have been an English Earl ... in&& of an Irish Peer 

(with the promis of a red one) however the recognition of the Jaggeer money for a few year will do 

great things" (IOR mss eur G 39box 15). Upon reœiving the Mue ribbon of lesser importance 

(an Irish Peerage), he complained in leîters to his friend General Carnac in 1764. "If heaith had not 

diverted me on rny first amival in E n g W  in al1 probability I had been an English peer instead of an 

Irish one with the promise of a red ribbon, I know I could have bought the title (which is usual) but 

that 1 was above, and the honors I have obtafned are free and voluntary. ' (IOR m s s  Eur F128l26). 

Apparently Clive was vecy aware of the poww money would hold for a future in England, and in a 

letter to Mr. Wyatt in 1 762 he referred again to his honors. '1 shall not say much to you on the 

subject of honors, 1 have his rnajeçties promise for a Red Ribbon in addition to the Irish peerage, 

for fumer honors I refer p u  to the Jaggeer, Riches begets Parliament;vy interest. which iç only 

prevailing interest in this Kingdom." (IOR mss eur G39/box 15) In another letter to General 

Carnac, Clive infomed the GeneraJ of his plans for his trip to lndia in 1764. 'Upon this occasion I 

describe his majesty would make me a Knight of the Bath which was immediately comply'd with, I 

have his majesty's promise of an English peerage whenever it may be thought proper. I shail have 

private audience before 1 leave England which will be in a week ..." (10R mss eur F 128/26). On 

April25, 1764 Clive received the King's disposition telling hirn that he was electeâ as a Knight of 
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the Bath (Powis Collection, box 'Clive of Indian). He was one of only two who was installed as 

KngMs of the Bath in ütat year. He was not formally installed however until1772 (Bence-Jone., 

1 975, Edwardes, 1977). 

8y the time he had returned to India the major rnilitary challenges to the EIC position in 

Bengal had k e n  overcorne. Peace was still insecure and Clive contented himseff with control of 

Bengal. Bihar and Orissa and relying on alliances to the west with the Nawab of Oudh and the 

much weakened Mughal Emperor. After twenty two months of ttying establish administration 

over the Bengal territones. Clive became il1 once again and reîumed to England (BenceJones, 

1974, Edwardes, 1977). He returned to criticism from his enernies at India House and the House 

of Cornmons, who fett çome of his changes would only hurt British interests in lndia He had not 

furthered his own financiai interests on his fast trip to lndia and returned to England poorer than 

when he had left- By this tirne many people had turned against the Nabobs of lndia. such as Clive. 

"Public opinion--the opinion, that is, of that minority of society which made up public opinion in the 

eighteenth century- was conditioned by lampooris, satirical cartoons. and even a play, to rdish 

attacks on Clive as a syrnbolic Nabob." (Edwardes, 1 977, p.200). 

In 1 T12 a Parliarnentary cornmittee was set up to inquire into the state of affairs in lndia By 

then so much wedth had been plundered from Bengal that the EIC was having financial trouble 

and required govemment assistance to continue running the company in India Nevertheless, 

Clive was officiaily inçtalled in the traditional ceremony as a Knight of Bath in a ceremony at 

Westminster Abbey in June 1772. ft haâ taken rnany years for this official ceremony to occur, 

though Clive had had his crirnson ribbon and had been acting as an official Knight of the Bath. In 

Ocbber he was appointeci Lieutenant of Shropshire. showing that he was apparently in favour 

with both the monarchy and the governrnent. 

A Parliamentary corn rn ittee drafted three reso f utions regarding inappropriate behavior by 

Clive regarding finances in lndia The first indicated that all lndian acquisitions made by force or 

military threat Monged to the &te. The second said that any such acquisitions were illegal. The 

third alleged that Clive had partaken in such acquisitions. Clive gave a notable speech in the 

flouse darify~ng his position with regard to this matter, with great motion he tried to persuade the 

cornmittee that he could have done much worse, and he left the room with tears in his eye. The 

cornmittee met to detmine if Clive was guiw of these rnisdeeds and a vote went declaring thai 
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he had received some £234,000 out of the acquisition of Bengal was passed by the House of 

Commons ( M o r d ,  1 976. BenceJones, 1975, Malleson, 1900, Mxjtf~not, 1899, Wilson, 1925. 

Gleig, 1907, Edwardes. 1977). However. in a supplementary motion, the House added that 

7hat Robert Clive, Lord anle did, at the same time, render great mentous service to his country. " 

(BenceJones, 1974, p. 288). 

Though Clive was not indicted for his personal acquisitions in Bengal, he continued to 

expeflence penods of great depression and sickness. He tried to gain relief frorn his pain in the 

waters of Bath and by taking a trip through Europe where he thougM h e  clirnate more appeafing. 

Eighteen months later, on November 22. 1774, Clive died. The events surrounding his death are 

süll uncertain. There seems to be much diçcrepancy about how he died. It is thought that he 

cornmitteci suicide one afternoon at his Berkeley Square house by thrusting a pen knife into his 

t hroat, which had been causing him great pain and discornfort. In a letter of December 1 7, 1 T74 

after Clive's death, Miss Ducarei, a cornpanion to Mrs. Clive, wrote that his Lord was very ill with a 

cold and stomach ailments and he IYook opium two or three times agahst Frothingill's consent ln 

short he had atl the restlessriess of a dying man, grew worse and worse till the next day at noon, 

when he was taken wrth an epileptic fit after the operation of medicine, e x p i r d  irnmediatety" 

(Powis collection,Cfive of lndia Box). No matter how he died the evidence suggests that it was 

indeed suicide, as his body was taken in the middle of the night frorn London to Shropshire 

where, wm no funeral, Clive was buried in the cemetery in the village of Morton Say near Market 

Drayton, in an unmarked grave. 1 

A marker was later placed on the wall of the church in Market Drayton, indicating that Clive 

was bun'ed there (Ganett, 1976, p.213). There are many dues that Clive corn rnitted suicide. His 

wife, a woman known for her strict faith, would certainly have been sure that Clive had a funeral, 

had he died naturally. There was no funerat. There were other indications from numerous 

sources, including the Prime Minister, indicating that Clive did not die naturally. Eye witness 

reports of Clive plunging a pen knife into his throat circulated, though they were denied by the 

family. The debate continued, and at the National Archive of Wales there is a newspaper clipping 

from as late as the 1 920's in which the debate of Clive's death continued. The death of such a 

1 Those who commit suicide were not ailowed to be buried in a church graveyard according to 
high Anglican faith (Garrett, 1 976). 
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prominent and rich man is not wrthout mystery and in this case it a p p r s  that the true story will 

remah buried. Nonetheless Clive is immortalised at Westminster Abbey whefe there is a bust 

relief of him, in good cornpany on the walls that honor dl good British citizens who have done 

exceptional seMce in the name of the British Empire. 

Margaret Clive was only 39 years old when Clive died. She lived until she was 82 years oid 

Mer dedicating her life to furthering the success of her children. Edward, or Ned as he was dled,  

grew to be a strong man, Upon the death of his father in 1774, Edward succeeded to the Irish 

barony of his father. He was an underaged member of Parliament for Ludlow until1794 when he 

was given a British peerage Baron Clive of Walcot. He was politically very active, and at the sarne 

time was Lord Lieutenant of Shropshire from 1775-1 798 and again from 1804-39. In between 

these terrns in office. he was the govemor of Madras from 1798-1803. He s w e d  well in India, 

and was commended for, and thanked by the members of the Houses of Parliament (Edwardes, 

1 977). 

In 1 784, Robert's eldest son Edward mmed Lady Hmrietta Antonia Herbert who was the 

daughter of Robert Clive's old friend, the €al of Powis, Henty Arthur Herbert. The title Eari of 

Powis was passed to Edward Clive when Henry's son, who woufd have rightfuliy inherited the Me, 

died unmamed. The Herbert estate went to Edward and Henrietta's oldest son, who took the 

Herbert name- He inherited Powis cade as per his uncie's will. Of Edward's children, the 

descendants of his youngest son eventualiy becme Earls of Plymouth when Oakley was passed 

to them (Edwardes, 1977) 

Clive, in his short life, became a very influentid and wealthy man. He was one of the 

modem men of the eighteenth century, not having corne from old money, but rather making his 

fortune hirnseff, and far surpassing the wealth of many of the old aristocracy in Bn'tain. Clive was 

politically important, with control of a considerable number of seats in the House of Commons and 

was favored by the King. He was one of the key people in eighteenth century colonial history who 

helped to pave the way for British control of not only Bengai, but the South Asian continent as 

well. Though some rnight question and criticise Clive for how he made his fortune. it is impossible 

to dispute that he was an incredibiy important histon'caf figure. whose life desewe close study. 

Wiffi the large number of books that chronicle his military success it seems there is Hill plenty of 

other infon&n about Clive and his family which needs to be written. W h  the masses of records 
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remaining in the Clive Archives in Bntain it would be possible for a cornplete study of Clive to be 

made which indudes more than just his rnilitary Me. 



CHAPTER FJVE 

FlNDlNGS 

The results of this research will be presented in relation to the model. The immediate 

observable details are presented in the description of the suit, Comparative data of the other 

eighteenth century suits is shown on chart form. Based on several key measurements on the 

chart it is possible to see the evolution of the waistcoat from the 1750's to the 1790's. This 

information is summarised in a condenseâ form cornparhg the range of some select 

measurements with the C & T suit. 

Based on information gained through cornparison of other extant eighteenth century 

garments and from the C & T suit, I detennined that the suit was likely used for a ceremonid 

purpose, and thus the direction of research was estabfished. fn pursuit of finding the suit's 

ceremonid function I have piaced an emphasis placecf on the dress worn by the Knights of the 

Bath and the military uniforms worn in the eighteenth century. 

Description of the Suit 

The suit consists of two pieces; a pair of knee breeches, or knee length pants, and a 

sleeved jacket with a jewei neckline. The only marking that suggests that this is a suit mat once 

belonged to Lord Clive is a paper tag that is attached to the left shoulder of the jacket. This paper 

tag is made of yeflowing paper, with fading brown ink. It simply says, in distinctly eighteenth 

century script, 'Lord Clive' (see figure 2). 

Fiaure 2. The paper tag is attacheci to the left shoulder of the jacket, and simpIy States Lord Clive. 
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The suit is made of three different silks, with a wwllen Iining (King, 1996, personal 

comm unicaüon). The main silk fabric is a cream cobred 6/1 warp faced satin weave of remafkable 

fineness. Dr. Martin King, of the University of Manitoba, concluded that there are 28 repeats per 

centirnetre, or 1 96 warp ends per centirnetre. According to Edward Maeder 1 , this seemingly fine 

thread count is typical of the time(1996, personal communication). 

The suit has been completeiy Iined with wool flannef. The wool fabric structure is a basic 

plain weave, square construction. There are 14-1 5 endslcm in both the warp and weft directions. 

7 here is a dight nap to the fabric surface, which has pilled slightly over time and with use. The 

yams are coarçe and carded in both directions (King, 1996, personal communication). 

There are two other silk tnmrning fabrics. One is the red rosette ribbon fabric, found at the 

knee of the breeches. It is a 1/1 plain weave taffeta fabn'c with 40 enddcm in the warp direction 

and 32-33 endskm in the weft diredon. The other is a silk Iining fabric that is found inside the 

edges of the jacket and breeches. It is a plain rib weave with fine warp ends, and appears to be a 

'bengaline de soie' fabnc (King. 1996. pemnal communication). This çilk is in poor condition as 

cornpared to the satin fabric. There is a lot of shattering, leaving large holes. 

fiaure 3. Front view of the jacket. 

1 Edward Maeder, fonnerly of the Bata Shoe Museum and the Los Angeles County Museum, is an 
independent consuftmt to the Royal Ontario Museum and other institutions. 



fiaure 4. 6ack view of the 

Silhouette 

The jacket has 11 buttons down the centre front of the garment, and is cut away at the 

bottom front to form points on each hip (see figure 3). The jacket is shorter at the back, than the 

front There is a centre back seam with a 5 inch dit at the bottom (see fgure 4). There are also two 

5 inch dits at the sides of the back of the jacket. These dits overlap with fabric that continues 

around from the front of the jacket. The jacket is shaped siightfy to fit the body. 

Fiaure 5. Curved sleeve of the jacket from the Clothing and Textiles Museum. 
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Each sieeve is curved to contour to the natural shape of the am (see figure 5). At the 

wrist of each sleeve there is a long, hanging cuff of cream colored lace. Edward Maeder 

speculates that the lace was likely added after the garment was corn pleted and is t herefore an 

Meration to the original. The lace is machine made lace and this theiefore proves that it would 

have been ;addecl later, as machine made lace was not commonly used until the mid 1830's 

(Eamshaw, 1994). 

There are two rectangular flap pockets at the front of the jacket (see figure 6). They are 

designed with three points; one on each end of a rectangle, and one in the middle. At each point, 

there is an ernbroidered line, which looks like a mock button hole, but is in fact just decorative. 

Under each of these points on the pockets, there is one button (three in total). These buttons are 

the same as the ones on the front of the jacket. They appear to be covereâ wood buttons, often 

referred to as Dorset buttons (see figure 6). Silk yam has k e n  wound around the buttons, 

foming a pattern on each one.2 
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Fiaure 6. Pocket, covered buttons and swiriing applique design. 

Under the pocket flaps and buttons, there is a swirling applique design. The design is 

formed by cut out silk ribbon, of the same fabric as the jacket, appiied in a winding pattern (see 

2 Dorset buttons, originated in the English county of the same name. and were commonly used in 
eighteenth century dress. The buttons are covered wood or other matefiai, that is decorated. 
Decoration on the button ranges from very omate to quite plain. 
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figure 6). The design is simifar to ruching which is more commonly seen on women's dress of the 

eighteenth, than on men's. There are smaîf holes deliberateiy punched inb the ribbon. These 

appear to be intended as part of the design. The bottom of the jacket front has a self-fabric 

appliquecl design, similar to ruching. This is stitched on with large tacking stitches, perhaps in 

order to make it easier to remove for washing.This decorative design detail has been referred to as 

ruching in this study. 

The breeches are knee fength, with vivid crimson red rosettes at the outside edge of 

each knee (see figure 7) The rosettes are forrned by one long n'bbon, manipulated into a fbwer 

design. It is ribbed grosgrain ribbon with slightly tufted edges. Each of the knees aiso has a slit 

and a tie which allow the wearer to tighten or &sen the closure at the knees. 

Raure 1. Rosette and tied knee closure of the breeches from the Clothing and Textiles Museum. 

The front flap closure at the top of the breeches is typical of breeches from the 

eighteenth century (Payne, 1992). There are two sets of buttons on the hips, equidistant from 

centre front(fig 8 & 9) There are al= 3 buttons under the front fall at centre front The buttons 

are the same as those on the jacket. 



Fiaure 8. Close-up view of the front cbsure. 

m r e  9. Front view of the brerxhes, with the front faIl cbsure. 
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The bac& of the breeches have a lot of excess fabric. This baggy seated look was popular 

in the 1 700's. dbwing for more eomforlable horseback Ming (Payne, 1 992) (see figure 10). The 

centre back waist has a sfit and holes through which Iinen ties have k e n  threaded in a crisçcross 

pattern. This is also presumed to allow for loosening or tightening the waist band (se figure 1 1). 

fiaure 10. Side view close-up view of the breeches. 

Fiaure 1 1.  Close up view of the waistband 
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Construction 

The construction of the Clive suit is of very high quafity. The stitching. k ing  very fine and 

even. was done by hand. The sMches are evenly spaced, showing the care used by the sewer. 

Some of the çtitches are so srnail they are almosi impossible to see. The button holes were done 

by hand. The buttons are attached with great care and heM strongly in place by thread. 

The sleeves are set into the jacket with great pfecision. The shuufder seam is set back 

slightly, which was common to the time. The back seam is very straight and the stitches are well 

hidden. Under theffaps at the bottom of the jacket is a silk lining. Wool fiannel Iines the rest of aie 

jacket, including the sleeves. The fact that this garment is fully Iined indicates that it is of high 

quality. With extra fabric used to fine the entire jacket, the cos& of production would have been 

higher. Also the fact that the back of the jacket is of the same fabric as the front shows that extra 

expense and effort was made with ttiis garment Waistcoats comrnonly haci Iinen or fine wool 

backs. Very few had the same fabric on the front as on the back. 

Siuns of Wear 

Although the suit is in very good condition, there are some signs that the suit has indeed 

k e n  wom. lt seems, tiowever, that it was not used very often. The silk is such that it would likely 

pull very easify, with its long fine floating yams in the 611 satin construction. This weave structure 

often tends to snag but there are few, if any çigns of this type of pulfing of the fabric. On the seat 

of the breeches, there is no pufling or evidence that the wearer sat very often. There is no sign 

that the wearer waiked very much while wearing this suit, as the inside of the thighs do not show 

signs of nibbing at dl. There are very faht perspiration stains on the wool lining at the underam. 

No signs of perspiration around the collar and the cuffs are evident and eibows are clean. There 

are some rust colored stains on the lace at the bottom of the sleeve. Despite these signs of decay 

and Wear, it seems obvious that the keepers of this coskirne took very good care b presetve it 

over the past 250 years. There are some signs of insect damage. Holes are visible, mainly in the 

wod lining. Some holes are also found in the silk on the seat of the pants. The trirnming silk at the 

knee opening is shattering, which often happens with age 
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The Suit from the Clothing and Textiles Museum in Cornparison with Other 

EigMeenth Century Waistcoats and ûreeches 

By cornparing the suit from the Clothing and Textiles Museum to other suas from the 

eighteenth century heid at the McCord Museum in Montreal, the Royal Ontario Museum in 

Toronto, the Victoria and Albert Museum in London, and the Costume Museum in Bath, both 

sirnilarities and diifferences can be seen. it was assumed that the dates assigned to the artifacts at 

the various museums were açcurate for the purposes of this study. 

A total of 22 waistcoats were studied for stylistic details. The same rneasurernents were 

taken on each of the artifacts. These details have been summarised in a chart in appendix H. The 

suits have been dMded by date wrtti the eafiiest piece from the Victoria and Albert Museum dating 

from 1755-65. The latest waistcoat cornes from the V&A dating l79O-l8OO. These findings are 

very important in the process of assigning an accurate date to the suit. 

A total of 13 breeches were studied for their styfistic details. As with the waistcoats, the 

same rneasurernents were taken on each pair of breeches. These details have been summarised 

in a chaFt in appendix 1. The breeches in the museums did not necessarily match the waistcoats 

making, for example, a amplete suit. They were süll useful for contrasting the sZylistic details 

which were helpful in assigning an accurate date to the C & T breeches. The rnuseum collections 

often had various pieces of eighteenth century gannents which did not n-ly match, leading 

me to appreciate that it is a rare and good thing to have two matching pieces of a suit together in 

one collection. 

The information found about the breeches and waistcoats from the V&A and the 

Costume Museum in Bath is more complete than the data collected from the McCord and the 

R.O.M. The latter two museums were used as a pilot study for the project to test the original 

mode1 of research. As a resuit of that pilot project, the data collection process was revised prior to 

work done at the V&A and in Bath. It is for this reason that there is more cornplete measurement in 

the charts from the museums in €ngland aian from the R.O.M. and from the McCord Museum. 

Nevertheles, the inclusion of ail four rnuseums in this study aibw for more complete comparative 

data In no way do I try to gmeralise about the fashiori of eighteenth century menswear based on 

these few examples. 1 do however try to use these as a tool for helping to assign a more accurate 
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date to the C & T Museum suit by mmpanng the information found at the two rnuseums in Canada 

and the two in England with the suit from the Clothing and Textiles Museum. 

Corn par inci the Waistcoat~ 

The silhouette of the waistmat ftom the aothing and Textiles Museum is similar to others 

found at the R.O.M., McCord, the V&A and the Costume Museum in Bath. The C & T waistcoat is 

fitted to the body and frts tightly around the waist, while fi aring siightly at the hips. Of dl the 

waistcoats the silhouette is similar to those from the mid 1750's to the 1770's. The waistcoats 

from the 1780's and later are shorter and straighter across the bottom, which is often at waist 

level. The C & T coat is cut away at the bottom, as are many of the waistcoats in this study. The 

angle of the cut away botbm became less drastic after the 1ïïO's as the waistcoat became 

shorter. 

The deeve shape of the C & T jacket is rounded from the shoulder to the wrist. Eight of 

the waistcoats studied had sleeves. T hese dated from the 1740'~1760's, suggesting that 

sleeved waistcoats were only falling out of favor in the mid-eighteenth century, after being more 

popular in the previous century. The sleeve shape did not Vary within the eight examples. and 

were simiiar to the C & T waistcoat The biggest difference between the deeves on the C & T mat 

and the others was the cuff detail. None of the sleeved waistcoats had tumed back cuffs, instead 

the sleeve had an extra piece of fabric attached to the bottorn which was not turned bac)<, and was 

often made in different fabric from the top part of the am. This would make it easier to fit the 

çleeve inside an outer coat. 

WaistcUats did not commonly have collars until the 1780's. If a collar was part of the 

design, it was later in the century and was a stand collar. There was one exampie in the 1780's 

with lapels. There were 19 of 22 waistcoats with the same style of neckline as the C & T mat (see 

appendix H). 

Ali the waistcoats had buttons down the front. The nurnber of buttons varied between 7 

and 18, but more commonly they had between 12 and 14 buttons. The styles of butbn also 

varied in design and size, mostly covered with fabric, and often decorated with metallic threads. 

There were four waistcuats with exactly the m e  styie and size of button as those found on the 
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C & T coat. 

The poci<et styles on the waistcoats from aie ottier museurns were generally of the same 

shape as those on the C & T coat. The scalloped shaped pockets varied in size between 16 and 

21 cm long and 7 to 9.5 cm high. The C & T mat pockets are siighüy longer than the other 

waistcoats (by 2 cm), but are within the range of height. Of al1 the waistcoats studied, five out of 

twenty-two had buttons piaced in aie same way as on the C & T coat (under each point on the 

scalloped pocket flap). 

Measurements have k e n  used with caution in this study. A compan'çon of 

measurements was rnainly used to establish that the suit from the Clothing and Textiles Museum 

was not drasücalty larger than ottiers from the 1700's If it was much different this might suggest 

that it was a later repfica, when people were larger. Measurernents were taken with the full 

knowledge that they are speafic to the person who would have worn the suit, which is very 

Based on lwking at the photographs it was suggested that the jacket from the Clothing 

and Textiles Museum h a d  particularly wide shoulders. 3 An effort was made to masure al1 the 

shoulder seams from the necl< to the mscye in order to see if indeed the C & T Museum's mat 

had far wider shoulders than other eighteenth century examples. The measurements ranged 

from 10 cm fo 15 cm. The sme measurement on the C & T mat was 14 cm. The shoulder width 

was measured along the back of al1 the waistcoats at the same place on each one, where the 

dropped back çtiouider seam met the armscye seam. The measurement ranged from 27 cm to 40 

cm. The C & T coat rneasured on the large side at 40 cm. 

The measurements have bem summarised in a chal showing the range of the twenty 

suits as compared to the C & T suit. From this chart it seems that the C & T suit is at the larger end 

of the range of measurements for eighteenttr century suits. However it is not drastically larger 

than any other artifact studied, but falls within the range. 

3 This suggestion was made by Alexandra Palmer, who is the curator of costume at the R.O. M., 
and was substantiated &y Avril Hart of the V&A Museum in London. 



Çornoarina the Breeche 

Of the 13 pairs of breeches. the silhouette was generaify consistent from the 1750's to 

the 1790's. becoming dimrner in the leg and hips by the 1790's. The seat style was consistently 

puffed. but was less exaggerated nearer the end of the century. The C & T breeches have an 

exaggerated puffed seat as well. The rnuseum sam ple of breeches reached from the waist to just 

under the knees, as do the C & T breeches. 

All the breeches from the four museums had button closures at the knees, and there 

were generally 4-5 decorated Oorset buttons nrnning up frorn the knees. The breeches tended 

to have knee bands with varying degrees of decoration on them. The applied decoration often 

matched the waistcoad's design (where cornparisons ailowed), and usuaity consisted of heaviiy 

embroidery or metallic braided edging. The C & T Museum breeches are not decorated in the 

same way as the breeches from the four museums. There is no fancy em broidery or rnetallic 

applique to be found. The only fonn of decoration is in the rosettes which are sewn ont0 the 

outside of the knees. The knees of the C & T breeches are tied, rattier than buttoned. 

AI1 the breeches had a front fall closure. The front fall piece vaed in width, some wider 

than others In each sarnple the front panel wvered a centre front button fly which nomally held 2 

or 3 buttons and buttonholes. This front fail is consistent with the C & T breeches. A separate 

closure was found at the backs of al1 thirteen breeches. The types of closures in the back ranged 

from ties (as on C & T Museum's breeches), to buttons and buckles. Of the thirteen pairs of 

breeches dated betwem 1750-1 790, seven had ties which were often the same Iinen tape as on 

the C & T breeches. Buttons were used on three of the breeches to close the back, and buckles 

were found on three pairs of breeches. 

Pockets were found on rnany of the breeches. On al1 but one pair of breeches, there was 

a fob pocket inserted in the front right waistband. These pockets were usuaily made of rough 

buckram fabtic4 . Seven pairs also had side pockets. The C& T breeches has one fob pocket, 

dso made of buckram and inserted into the right waistband. 

The measurements of the breeches were used as a guide to heip establish çome basis 

4 Buckram was a rough brown linen stiffmed with paste and used for interfacing in the eighteenth 
century. 
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for cornparison of the artifacts. It was important in this shidy to rneasure the inseam. outseam, 

waist measurnent and the rise. The waist mwrements ranged from 70 cm to 92 cm, 

cornpared with those from the C & T Museum where the waist measured 84 cm. The inseam 

measurements ranged from 38 cm to 48 cm, with the C & T inseam at 41 cm. The outseam 

measurement for the C & T Museum breeches was 60 cm. while the range for other breeches was 

49 cm to 76 cm. The n'se, f fa ,  if measured a m c t l y  could show how much fabric was used to 

create the puff ed seat, and therefore could be used to see if there was a trend to Iess 

exaggerated puffines by the end of the cenhiry. It seems from this mail and incondusive 

sample that no generaiisation can be made. The range was from 61 cm to 84 cm. The largest rke 

was on a pair of breeches from the 1790's, from the McCord Museum. The measurements of ?he 

breeches have also been surnrnarised on a chart showing the range of al1 the breeches, 

cornpared to the C & T breeches. The measurements of the breeches from the Clothing and 

Textiles Museum fail within the range, alrnost consistently in the middle. 

Of ail the exampies of eighteenth century waistcoats and breeches it was rare to see one 

with such plain fabric and lack of decoration as the suit from the Clothing and Textiles Museum. 

Most of the fabrics used were plush and often textured velvets, efaborately embroidered silks, 

and heavy brocades. There were ten examples, however, where the basic undecorated fabric 

was the same silk as on the C & T Museum suit. The silk weights varied but the weave was sirnilar. 

Of these fine silks six were cream colored. The fabric diierences lay in applied design. While 

there were similar fabrics used for other eighteenth century suits, most of them were heavily 

ernbroidered with f l o d  sprays, or gold braiding. 

As was previously rnentioned the waistcoats frequently had more than one fabric in their 

construction. men the backs of the waktcoat were not the same fabric as the front. Onfy two of 

the waistcoats had the same fabric on both front and back. lt would have been more expensive to 

use the finer and more ornamental fabrics on the bac)<, espciaily as i2 was nonnaily covered by a 

mat. From my çample of eighteenth century waktcoats, they were made of silk or velvet in the 

front, with the backs made of coarse w w l  or linen. 
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The breeches construction and use of fabric was the same for ail the breeches including 

the C & T Museum breedies. The oubide of the breeches were always made of finer. more 

elaborate fabric than the fining. Most of the breeches observed were lined. normally with linen or 

wool. 6wkram pockets were common in the eighteenth century. If there were ties on ttie 

breeches they were of the same qualrty and thickness as the ties on the suit from the C & T 

Museum and generafly made fmm a Iinen tape. 

The embroidery found on the other eighteenth century pieces was far more omate and 

elaborate than that found on the C & T Museum suit. Other suits had very intricate, wmplicated 

and colorful embroidery on the fronts of the waistcoats, and around the knees of the breeches. 

The em broidery was otten in light and pretty colors in botmical themes with fiowers and Mrds. 

The designs were embroidered in silk threads. If the waistcoat did not have embroidery, then 

they were made of textured fabric to add to the richness of the gannent. The C & T Museum mat 

has some embroidery, but only on the pockets. The three straight lines on the pockets are the 

same color cream as the fabric. These are not in keeping with the daborate embroidery of 

fashionable dress of eighteenth century men's dress. 

Lace was not found on any of the waistcoats in this sarnple. One coat. however, from the 

Bath Costume Museum. had lace on the sfeeves. This was not a waistcoat but a jacket which 

would have been worn over top. The lace on this particular example was added later and was very 

badly t&ed on. Waistcoat samples with sieeves did not have any lace. The lace seen in the 

portraits of eighteenth century men was actually on the cuffs and necks of the linen or cotton 

shirtç mat they wore undemeath the waistc~ats and mats (Payne, 1 992, Ribeiro. 1 983, Boucher, 

1983). The face at the sleeves of the C & T mat was added later as wefl. This lace was machine 
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made lace, which was not produced until later in the next century (Eamçhaw, 1995). 

The niching found on the C & T Museum mat was not found on any other men's apparel 

from the eighteentti century. Similar whing was seen on women's dresses of the time, and 

examples were observed at the Royal Ontario Museum. At the Vicbfia and Albert there is an 

eighteenth century domino, or hooded cape, that had the same demative ruching around the 

edges. Of al1 the extant examples of eighteenth century men's dress, none had this type of 

applied design. The fuching on the C & T mat is only vaguefy similar to that found on the 

examples of women's dress. The ribbons on women's dresses were much larger and gathered 

together to look very elaborne. creating texture and a much fancier effect, On the C & T Museum 

suit, this detail is badly sewn on to the bottom of the mat and the stitches are very visible, making 

it look as though it was added in haste. The stitches are also visible on the inside, piercing the 

lining. 

Provenance 

Fafxic OrKiins 

It is not certain where the silk and wool fabncs on the C & T Museum suit originated. By 

the 17603 Clive had made a habit of ordenhg fine çilks and other fabrics from India 5 The practice 

of im porting fabrics is recorded in letters to Clive where bolts of fabric were discussed for their 

f im ia l  worth (Clive MS 23, lï62ii). With the trading of the East India Company (E. 1. C. ) betweeri 

England and India, certainly the fine fabrics would have been in demand. In England however, 

wiai the thriving Spitaifields silk indu-, protecüoniçt policies were impiemented. Though it was 

possible to import Indian, Chinese, ltalian and French silks, it was not encouraged and in some 

cases it was illegal. The silk used in the suit from the Clooiing and Textiles Museum muid have 

5 By the 1760's Clive had made a fortune and returned to England a weaithy and important 
General, as well as a shrewd business man. We was sen? badc to India in 1764, where he was 
needed to stabilise a volatile Calcutta Wtiile he was there he conünued to pursue his own 
business interests, one of which was the trade of lndian fabrics. (Bence-Jones, 1979) 
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originated in any of these places. It is likely that the wool was not from India. No wool industry 

eWsted in the East Indies. Engfand produced wool and that is likely where the wool lining on the 

Clive suit originated. 

Certainly, trade patterns in fabric, between lndia and England were evident. The mid- 

eighteenth century was a time when Europeans were al1 vying for better relationships with lndia in 

order to profa frorn the many desiraMe raw and manufactured matefiais it produced. Traders were 

becoming increasingly wealthy due to the successful trade between fndia and Europe. 

Provenance of the Suit 

According to Mrs. Wley, the donor of the suit. it was given to her by a Mrs. Elizabeth 

Newell. Mrs. Newefl was a dealer of antiques in Westrnount. Quebec and sold goods to Mrs. 

Wiiey, who owned an antique shop in Dorval. Whiie visting Mrs. Newell. Mrs. Wiley admired the 

suit which was on a mannequin, in her living room. Mrs. Newell told her that the suit had belonged 

to Clive of India, an eighteenth century hero of the British Army, who had started the colonisation 

of India. She said that the suit had k e n  left to her Great Great Great Grandfamer. who was 

employed by Clive as his solicitor. The suit had been passed through the generations of Newefl 

farnily. T here had also been a pocke? watch which had accornpanied the suit, which was now 

owned by Mrs. Newell's brother (personal Communication, 1995). 

Clive's Lasl Will and Testament 

Based on the donor's story I found Clive's Will at the Public Records Office in London 

hoping to find some reference either to important clothing he might have left to his solicitors, or at 

least their names. Though the Will was difficult to read. l was able to transcribe it. From the Will I 

was able to l e m  that Clive did not specrfic;tlly leave his clothing to anyone. He left his sizable 

estate to his farnily. 

Thousands of pounds were left to his sons Robert and Edward, and to his three 

daughters Flebecca, Charlotte and Margaret. He left money to his cousin George and brothers 

William and Henry. His numerous houses and rnanors were left to his wife Margaret, dong wiül the 
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household goods. furniture, China and linens. After Clive's death, inventories were taken at each 

of his homes. The inventories were found in the 'Clive Archive' in the National Library of Wales. 

After Clive's death. they were ordered by the trustees of his estate. Lists of the furniture, china 

and linens were completed in the five households, room by rmm. In these inventories there was 

no mention of his regular clothing, though his dress for the Knights of the Bath is mentioned. 

Clive specifidly left his diamond hiited sword set. given to him by the East lndia Company 

with great honor in 1753, and his diamond star of the Knights of the Bath, to his son Edward Clive. 

There is no mention of the other valuable pieces of the costume of the Knights of Bath in the Will 

itself, only in the inventory. Further investigation led to the minutes of the meeting of the trustees 

following the death of Lord Clive. These meetings were held quickly after his November death. 

and carrieâ on well into 1775. The ordered inventories were mentioned with great regularity. 

detailing what was held at each house. At each meeting there were notes stiowing who was 

present and who was to be given specific items from the late Lord Clive. One inventory titled 

'Inventory of Watch, Buckles, and other Valuables used by Lord Clivem was found which lists the 

following things with their values (Powis Collection, 'Clive of India' Box). 

A gold watcb- by Mudge, with gold seal and steel chain 

A pair of Gofd sleeve buttons, enameiled 

A pair of gold shoe buckles} 

knee buckles) 

A gold stock buckle 

A set of topaz buckles consisting of shoe, knee and stock 

An agate snuff box with gold rnounting/broken 

A silver hilted sword and silk bdt} 

A steel hilted sword and leather k i t }  

A cornplete dress for the knight of the Bath viz. 

A robe waistcoat and breecties) 

Two tafsels) 

Shoes and Roses) 



Hat and feather} 

Gloves) 

Sword and speers} 

A colkr of the Order of the Bath f 107, 5, 6 

£193.7. 6 

(Clive mss, Powis Collection, 'Clive of India' Box) 

The items of notable interest in this inventory include the cornpiete dress of the Knights 

of the Bath. What is most inaiguhg about this is that it includes a waistcaat and b&es but no 

coat. It also refers to shoes with roses, but does not darrfy how the roses were wom. It is also very 

interang to note what rnonetary value was placed on such things as the gold colfar of the 

Knights of the Bath. The complete dress for the Knights of the Bath was obviously very valuable. 

In one of the attorney log books already mentioned, from after Clive's death. there is 

specific reference to both the diarnond hilted sword and star of the Bath, combined with the 

a&ve list of other valuables used by Lord Clive. ln a meeting dated March 17,1775 where Lord 

Edward Clive. John Walsh. George Clive and Henry Strachey were dl present. their discussion 

was of houçehoid goods, furniture and Iinens as bequeathed to lady Clive (Clive MSS 79, 1775)- 

These goods were inventoried from each house, some were valued and sorne were yet to be 

assessed. The above list is menüoned as being prepared by a Mr. Crisp. 

"Mr. Crisp delivers in a list of lndian curiosities, also a tist of the watch. buckles sword and 

other valuables used by the late Lord Clive ail which the present Lord Clive is desimus of having 

reserved for him at a proper evaluation ordered that they be appraiçed and delivered over to Lord 

Clive." The Lord Clive refend to here, is Edward. The connedion between the list which 

includes the corn plete dress of the Knights of the Bath, and the Will, was therefore found to have 

k e n  bequeathed to Lord Edward Clive after his father's death (Clive MS 69). There was no 

mention of what Edward intended to do with this set of clothing. 

In a later meeting of the executors of Clive's estaite where George Clive, Lord Eûward 

Clive, Henry Strachey and Chnstopher D'Oyly were al1 present, there is an entry to the log book, 

dated March 24, 1 ?75 in which Mr. Cnsp Wiered another list and evaluation of further goods: 
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"Mr. Crisp delbers in the vafuation of such things as are left by the Will to the Lady Clive and to the 

Lord Clive with a list thered vtz. 

Lady Clive's jewk the cost £13 439, 15, 

Lord me's swrd and badge vafued £1 006, 

Books. rnaps, valued books of prints E850. 16 

Pictures prints f7876, 17,6 

Ordered that the same be delivered over to Lady Clive and to Lord Clive upon receipts given by 

them confomiably to the will and that the personal estate." (Clive MSS 69). 

This document continues by stating the value of the liquors found at the homes, as well as lndian 

curioçities. The 'watch, buckies and other valuables' are mentioned again, with the corresponding 

value of £ 1 93, 7, 6 respectively (Clive MS 69). 

Furttier to the invenbry discoveries. while sifting through the material held in the Ciive 

manuscript's Powis Castfe Box, I found a dedaration from King George III dated April25, 1764. 

This was a disposition for tord Ctive which infomed him of his nomination and appointment as a 

companion of the most honorable Order of the Bath. As is well documented in the numerous 

biographies, and the records kept by Clive hirnsetf. he was not actuaily instailed as a Knight of the 

Bath until 1772. The ritual ceremonies were foregone in order to confer Knighthood on Clive 

before he left England to retum to lndia as commander of the forces. It was thought that Clive 

would wield more power if he wore the crimson sash upon arrivai in lndia in 1764. Untii his forma! 

instaflation as a Knight of the Bath, he was given permission to Wear the crimson sash and 

diamond star of the Bath on his upper garments (Clive MSS, Powis Castle, Box Clive of India). 

Wha! is most intriguing about mis Ietter from King George III is the ieîter itseff. The bottom 

of the letter has a crimson ribbon attached. bearing the King's W. This ribbon is strikingly sirnilar 

to the nbbon on the knees of the breeches of the suit from the Cfotthing and Textiles museum. 

The nbbon is grosgrain, appears to be approximately the same width as the ribbon found on the 

knees of the breeches from the Cbthing and Teales Museum, and is a sirnilar color 
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The Tailor's Loa Book 

The Tailor's log book w a s  an acmunt book which detaiIed the dothing made by Thomas 

Harris. Harris not only made clothing for Clive and his family. but he aiso made the unifomis wom 

by Clive's staff. The remrd shows that Ham's sewed for Clive's cook, footrnen and the hunting 

groom. There is a trend of yellows and brown in the uniforms which could indicate the color 

scheme for Clive's households This is outiined in the records kept in the Tailor's account book, 

from 1760-1 761. This book outlines the type of suit that was ma&, and for whom. The specific 

dates reiated to the making of these garments, accompany the entries. Harris describes the suit in 

a generai way (i.e. the blue silk suit). lists the fabrics that were used. and how much of each was 

used to make the garment The tailor Iists the trimmings and buttons, and details such as 

wadding. An example of an entry in this book is as follows: 

Making a silk suit £1, 11-6 

13 1 /2 yds of white silk serge duçoy silk £4 ,  1, O 

breeches Iining E 0, 5, O 

Body fining x2 £ 0,4,0 

Materiais for the suit £ 2, 2, O 

Dozens of suits are reoorded in this way, with ail the details of each one. Many things 

could be learned by studying this log book in great detail. It proved to be a year off for this study. 

if the log book had been from the year 1753, it might have had some indication of a suit made for 

his wedding. If it had been from 1 ï72, it might have referred to the dress for Clive's installation as 

KnigM of the Bath. No other records were feft by Clive's taikr. Howeverthe account book does 

show that Clive did have suits made of cream and white fabrics, but he mostly had suits made in 

yellow. blue and brown, which were popular colours at the tirne. 



Possible Uses for the Suit from the Clothing and Textiles Museum 

The Kniahts of the Bath 

The motto of this noble order in Laün is 'Tria Juncta In Uno' (three joined in one). In its 

original fom, the Order of the Bath was started by Henry IV in 1399 at the tirne of his coronation. 

The Knights wore long fur lined crimson mantles with sleeves. The ancient order was so named 

for the cerernony which was followed at the installation of the Knights. The new knigMs took up 

radence at the Tower of London at the time of the royal coronation which itself took place at 

Westminster Abbey. Eadi new knqht was expected to bathe. in a d-ng tituaf, followed by a 

night of prayer. where the following day the official investment took place. This form of the order 

was stopped at the coronation of Charles II (Mansfield. 1980, Shaw. 1906, Miiton, 1972). 

After a short break, from 1661, the Order was revived by George I on May 18, 1725. In its 

new form the ritualistic baaiing no longer occurred as part of the çerernony, though the name 

rernained. According to the warrant issued by King George this was to be a military order lirnited to 

officers of the Amy and the Navy. Support for the Order came rnostty from Robert Walpole. with 

the sovereign head of this and al1 Orders of Knighthood in England. The Grand Master of the 

Knights of the Bath and Knight Grand Cros is the Prince of Waîes (Shaw. 1906). 

in 1815 the Order was enfarged to include three different classes marking the rank and 

degree of dignrty- In 1847 Queen Victoria expanded the Order once again, this time to include 

civilians. There is still a distinction made between those who are in the military division and those 

in the avilian division. The three classes are the Knights Grand Cross (GCB). the KnigMs 

Commander (KCB) and the Companions (CB). which include the largest number in both military 

and civilian dMsions. The Chapel of the Order of the Bath is the Henry Vfi Chapei at Westminster 

Abbey in London. 
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The Robes of the Knights of the Bath 

In 1730 the ceremoniai dress for the InstallaEion ceremonies of the Knights of the Bath 

was recurded by John Pine (Mansfield, 1980). The complete dress of the Knights was a crimson 

surcoat, which was lined with white silk, as well as a white fined siik crirnçon mantle with white, gdd 

and cfirnson tassels. On the left breast there was a large embroidered star where the three 

imperiai crowns were featured. 6 

Variations in dress occur within the ranks of the Order of the Bath. The nght to W e a r  the 

mantle. hat and collar, for example is resüicted to Knights Grand cross ît is unacceptable for the 

knights to Wear the collar and riband of the Bath at the same t h e .  It must be one or the other, and 

so portraits are often seen where onfy the collar is wom, or for that matter, on& the riband. The 

dress of the Knights of the Bath is clearfy outlined by Milton (1972) in his book on the history of 

the robes and ceremonid dress of Britain. ln the new Order of the Bath, the robes for the 

Installation Ceremony are as folfows: 

6 The three mwns were originally supposed to refer to the three kingdoms of England, France 
and Ireland. Later they were said to refer to the three kingdoms of England, Scotland and Ireland. 
It has also been suggested that these crowns were in reference to the Holy Tnnrty (Taprell, 
Dorling, Guill, 1974) 



Table 2 The cornpiete d m  wrn by the Knighfs of the Bath. 

The surcoat : White Satin 

The mantle: Crimson satin lined with white taffeta. On the left side is ernbroidered a large 

representation of the star of the order. 
The hood: Crimsan satin Iined with white taffeta (a casting hood). 

The collar: Gold 30 oz. troy wieight. It is made up of nine impenal crowns, eight roses, thistles, 

shamrocks 'issuing from a gofd spectre' and enamelled in proper coiors. These are linked by 

seventeen goid k m &  enamelled white. 

The badge (military): A rose, a thistle, and a shamrock issuing from a scepter benNeen three 
imperial crowns. sumnded by the rnotto in goM letters on a red enamelled field. The wtiole device 

is surroundeà by a green enamel laure1 weath. At the base is a dark-blue enamel scroll bearing in 

gold Mers the mudç 'ich dien'. 

The badge (Civil): A gold oval containhg the same device as the miMary badge, but 

surrounded by a solid band bearing the rnotto of the order. The badge is nomlly wom suspendeci 

from the coltar as in the Garter and the Thistle (both Orciers); but it may be wrn on a narrow 

crimson riband round the neck wtien rnantles and wlfârs are not mm Thus it is wom by the 

chsses of the order not e n t M  to mantle and coihr. 

The star (military): A star Wh silver streamers on which is superimposeci a gold Maltese 

Cross with three impeflal crowns of the badge. There are no other charges, but the motto 
sunounds the mowns, as on the badge. 

The star (Civil): A star of eight points silver with three imperial crowns at the centre surrounded 

by the red circlet bearing the motto. The star is m m  on the left breast by both military and civil 

Knights Grand Cross, and by Knights Commander. 
The hat (GCB): Stiff Mack vehret with ostrich father plume. 

The hat (Officers): Crimson velvet without p l m .  Since 1935 no hats have been wrn by 

either Knights Grand Cross of O f f i i .  Neither has the levée dress, which until that date was worn 
under manttes. 

The riband: Of crimson siik, it 6 wom over the rigM shoulder and secwed on the leff hip by the 

badge useû as a ciasp. The is never w m  with the collar. 
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The history of the underdress is more difficult to trace. According to the decree in 1725 

by King George 1, the underdress was to be white doublet, white breeches, stockings. and white 

bots  (Mansfield, 1980). The heels of the boots were t;?:mmed in crirnson. Other accessory 

pieces accompanied this underdress A white sword-belt and scabbard with a plain cross-hilf 

word and gold spurs were also prescribed dress. Throughout the eighteenth century the new 

Knights were expected to buy the rnajonty of the dress for their installation into the Order. The 

only piece that was provided by the office of Lord Chamberlain was the Mantle. 

The official robe maker for the Orders of England has ben the same for centuries. Ede 

and Ravenscrott have provided the officiai ceremonial dress for thousands of knights over the 

centuries. Though I mntacted mis Company in London, it was impossible for them to know what 

the under-dress was at the time of Clive's instalment as a Knight of the Bath. They would have 

provided only the Miial rnantle, and Clive would have had hiç underdress made to his 

specifications by his own tailor. 

In a portrait featured in the book by Mansfield (1980), Sir William Hamilton is wewng the 

Robes of the Knights of the Bath. This is a portrait frorn the National Portrait Gallery. The under- 

dress is shown quite well as IigM coloreci breeches and a waistcoat (or doublet), similar to the Clive 

breeches and waistcoat. It appears to be a sleeved waistcoat, with a braid applied to the cuffs. He 

also appears to have rosettes on both his knees and shoes. He is not wearing the prescribed 

white boots, and pertmps this shows the liberty taken with the ceremonial dress at the time. There 

would no doubt have been l e s  conbol over the unifomrty of the dress. consdering the Knights 

were responsible for buying their own underdress and accessories. Each would have had a 

distinct style. 

The Uniforms of the British Military in lndia and England 

Much has been written on the British rnilitary and their presence in lndia frorn the 

seventeenth century on. The presence of such a strong colonial power, where military strength 

rneant the success or indeed the demise of a mlony, has meant that the Bnb'sh rnilitary and every 

facet of their succes has been deak with by numeruus military historians over the years, from 

many diierent perspectives, and in many diierent ways. 
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Little however has been written about military dress of the eighteenth century officers 

who s&ml  much of their careers in lndia Information prier to 7775 is especiafly -ce. 

Speculation on eighteenth century military dress has been made by many and is often based on 

studies of portraits and paintings, rather than extant artifacts. Records kept by the East lndia 

Company regarding the conduct and dress of the army before 1775 are difficult to corne by. The 

records, kept by the East India Company whose power extended to the military deal very little with 

the officers, and concentrate more so on the types of clothing worn by the different lndian troops. 

No offiaal records were kept, and no standaFd issue was irnplemerrted for British officers in lndia 

until the late 1700's. 

According b The Guide to Records at the EIC Office Military Deoartment by Anthony 

Famington, the first troops in lndia were 'armed, clothed and drilled according to European 

Standards". The first of these troops were raised by Robert Clive at Calcutta in January 1757 

(Farington, 1982, Mollo 1981 ). The military department for the British was created in Madras in 

1752 Wrth three depatments, the leaders reporteci back b the court of directors in London. 

Eventually, nearer the end of the eighteenth century the Govemor Gerieral of lndia was in charge 

of rnilitary a v i t y  for the colony,as the Chieen's representative (Mollo, 1 981 ). 

Most of the literature on the lndian Arrny under British Rule, deais in a limited way with 

unifoms and clothing from the 1700's. Mollo's 1981 work on the lndian Amy deak more with the 

native regiments and l e s  with the English who were in charge. In his section on the early years 

from when the EIC was estabiistied in 161 1, when the company garrison was to protect the 

factories from local hostility, he discuses the strategic use of troops, but not the unifoms they 

wofe. By the eighteenth century, once the Europems arrived, local troops were raised to protect 

British interests in lndia for colonial power. Clive was key to winning many of the baffles that led to 

the successful colonisation of lndia for England and many dierent cavalry and artillery units were 

raised because of his success. The East India Records after 1775 become clearer with color and 

distinctions made with respect ta uniforms of different brigade's and officer's dress. The later 

uniforms are recorded in great detaif. Unfortunateiy this does not hefp to trace the officer's 

unifoms from the earfy part of the eighteenfh century. 

There was l e s  distinction between the ranks of the officers than between the troops and 

the offbrs. It was not uncornmon for the colonels to be wearing the same unifonn as the 
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Brigadier General in the King's senrice. The unifom waistcoat and breeches for ail officers as late 

as 1786 was different for hot and coder weather. In surnmer, the offmrs wwe white finen, and in 

the cooler weather. they wore broadcloth or wool kerseymere.7 

Philip Mason's book A Matter of Honor: an account of me Indian Armv its officers and men, 

refers to Clive and his mentor Stringer Lawrence. Clive w s  noteâ as convincing the Sepoys to 

W e a r  a uniform made of European dothe. This was heavier wool than the lndian troops would have 

been used to. The use of English material was partly to convey authority, but also to use up the 

stores of wool k i ng  held in the moist Indian dimate, where it would otberwise rot in the heat. 

According to Mason, it was a h  an attempt to increase the sales of wool that had k e n  imported to 

lndia The Sepoys were expected to pay for their own uniforms out of their eamings. The higher 

officers set up and contnbuted to a fund to cloth the Sepoys. Unlike the regular fndian soldiers 

British Officers supplied their own unifomis (Mason, 1974). With no regulations or rufes there was 

no need to record what standard military uniforms fooked fike, which could then explain the lack of 

records on Brih'sti Off i Ï 's uniforms before 1775. 

Though authors have attempted to write about the uniforms of the eighteenth century, 

again it is difficuit to find one who addresses the issues in enough detail. Carmen (1 961,1969) 

has wntten N o  books on military uniforms in lndia from the 18th century to the 20th century. In 

Carnet's 1 961 survey of rnilitary uniforms in India, he covers the nineteenth and twentieth 

centuries in detail, but has very fiile information on the early 1700's. His brief -on on the 

eigMeenth century is lacking in detail, especialiy on Officer's uniforms from before 1 775. 

Carmen's 1969 book suggests that the Officers wore cnmson colored jackets. white or buff 

colored waistcoats and breeches. and crirnson sashes over their nght shoulders. This is in 

keeping with portraits of Officers seen at the National A m y  Museum in Chelsea, and aîso with the 

portraits of Clive at the NPG and the Clive Museum in Powis Castle. He also suggests that the 

British Colonels in the Nawab's service. had no regimentai uniforms and they wore the same thing 

as the Btigadier Generak in the King's sen-ce. These were the same unifoms as British Officers 

wore in England. These unifomis consisted of white or buff colored breeches and waistcoats, and 

either Mue or red mats with different colored collars. C m e n  suggests the reaçon for me death 

in information on the Officer's uniforms is that they were under the employ of the Nawab. and not 

-- - - - - - 

7 Kerseymere is a fine waollen doth of twill weave. 
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the East India Company, and by extension, ma in  (Camen, 1969). According to the author the 

Officers were rdeased from the EIC in 1758 to protect Be rufing Indian Nawabs- According to 

Carrnen (1961) the officers wore crirnson jackets. white or buff breeches and waistcoats, with 

crimson sashes over their right sboulders. Camen (1 S9) outlines the uniforms of some specific 

artillery engineers and infantry regiments. Of specrfic interest to this study is the 8engal Fwt  

artillery, which was fomed in Cfive's time. The iittle that is known of the dres su- tha! 'no 

doubt the European otficers followed the reglilar dress of the artillery which was in 1770 a blue 

coat with -et facings, white waistcoat and breeches. gaiters and reâ leaaier bett with swivels, 

black stockings and buff gloves." (Carmen. 1969, p.21) There is mention once again of the 

crirnson sash over the right shoulder. 

A painting of officers of the BengaJ Amy in Calcutta from 1783 at the National Army 

Museum in Chelsea, shows six officers and some çetvants. The officers are ail in white breeches 

and waistcoats with -let mats wiai blue collars By this time the white breeches and waistcoats 

had, for the most part, repfaced the buff color. The mat styies seem ta be in keeping with the 

changes in fashionable men's dress in the late 18th century, with turned back collars and lapel and 

short style waistcoats. One officer m this painting is still wearing a buff colored uniform. 

highlighting the lack of uniformity in dress. Another painting by Robert Home at the National Army 

Museum in Chelsea shows a scene depicting the death of Colonel Moorehouse in 8engaiore in 

1 791. Painted eight years later than the other, it shows alf the men wearing white breeches and 

waistcoats with differerit colored mats over top. This suggests that by the 1790's, the buff 

colored breeches and waistcoats had k e n  repfaced by white. 

What can be gained from the available literature and by studying the painting with images 

of the officers? Even white in the heat of India, the English officers were prone to copying or 

maimning the unifom they wouid have wom i f  they were still in England (Carnien, p. 1û3, Mason, 

1974). uThey stuck to thick woollen cloths, high stiff collars. leather stocks and tight breechesw 

(Mason, p.63). They felt it was essential to dMnguish themseives from the perceiveci apathy of 

the lndian people tbey met when they d v e d  (Mason, 1974). The heavy wools and chamois or 

buff leather fabrics were used for the breeches and w a i m ,  and were often lined with wool. 

This would no doubt have k e n  extremely warm in the lndian clirnate, but it has been suggested 

that by keeping m e  of the British rnilitary uniforrn they would maintain m e  authority and me. 
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Portraits and Images of Clive 

There are a few remaining portraits of Clive ttiat are avaihMe for puMic viewing. Statues, 

bust foms, and coins a h  exist in England. In order to establish Clive's approximate size 1 sought 

out as rnany of these portraits as possibIe. The three that show best his stature are from the 

National Portrait Gallery in London. the Clive House Museum in Shrewsbury, and in the Clive 

Museum in Powis Castle, Wales. Each of these paintings shows Clive in some form of cerernonial 

dress, and each Wnting clearly shows that he was indeed a large man. 

Nationai Portrait Gallery Clive Portrait 

The Nationai Portrait Gallery in London, has a portrait of Clive wearing his rnilitary uniform. 

The portrait was painted in 1772, by Naaianid Dance. This artist aiso painted Clive and his wife at 

other tirnes. The National Portrait Gallery image shows Clive with a powdered wig and a scarlet 

military coad that is cut away quite drasücaiiy toward the back. This ma! has a Mack panel with gold 

button holes down the front. There are gold epaulets with gold fringes hanging over the 

shoulder. White lace which is visible From undemeath aie cuff of the mat. He is holding a black 

hat in his left hand and the sword hilt is visible behind his left hand. The right hand is placed on his 

hip, wrth the fist clenched. Clive is wearing the cn'mçon sash of the Knights of the Bath under his 

coat, but over the waistcoat. which crosses from this right shoulder to his left hip (see figure 12). 

Clive aise has the star of Knghts of the Bath on his left mat breast- The cream colored breeches 

and waistcoat are of particular interest here. 



f i ~u re  12. The National Portrait Gallery Portrait Reproduced on the cover of Watney's book. 

The waistcoat has a simple iewel neckline and buttons running down the front. It is 

difficuit to count exactly how many buttons there are due to the crimson sash which crosses over 

his front. When measured, the estimated number of buttons is 12 or 13. The buttons appear to 

be either brown or gold and the fabric around them is straining against his rather large stomach 

There are two pockets on the front of the waistcoat (see figure 13). The pocket style is 

comrnon to the eighteenth century with a straight top and scalloped bottom. At each point of the 
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scallops there is a button pfaced directly under. On the pocket fiaps. there is an ernbroidere 

on each scaflop. There is a çtriking similanty of the waistcoat in the NPG portrait to the waktc 

from the Clothing and Textiles Museum. The cream colour of the C&T Museum waistcoat ai 

breeches is the sme as the suit in the NPG portrait ihere is a lack of applied design to bol 

suits. except for the one straight line of ernbroidery on the pocket flaps. 

fiaure 13. Shows the pocket detail from the portrait from the National Portrait Gallery. 

The Powis Castle Clive Portrait 

While the portrait at the NPG shows Clive from the head to his hips, at Powis Castle. 

Welshpool. Wales, there is a similar painting, also by Nathaniel Dance, which is full length (sc 

figure 14). Clive stands with his weight on one foot. holding a black hat in his right hand and 

line 

the 
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walking stick in his left hand. He is wearing the same red coat wiîh gold and black military 

decorations. the crirnson sa& of the Knghts of the Bath, and a sirnilar cream cobred wastmat 

and breeches. 

fiuure 14. The portrait from Powis Castle, Wafes. 

The waistcoat is similar to the one at the NPG, with the same jewel neck fine, and 12 or 13 

buttons down the front. Again because of the crïrnsun sash it is difficult to count the exact 

nurnber of buttons. The buttons on this waistcoat have a high sheen and appear to be gold. The 

pocket style is the same with the sarne scailoped edge. There are no buttons at the points of 

each of the scallop, and the ernbroidery is not visible. The painting is frorn a distance however, 
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and thus the details are harder to see. 

Or perhaps it is possible that this is a different suit from the NPG portrait The Heinz Archive at the 

NPG holds information pertaining to this painting, and many other paintings and sculptures of 

Clive. The information records the verbal report given by Major Dawnay in October of 1951. 

regarding the clothing worn by Clive in this portrait. 

'Major Generab uniform. Clive had four Iacings on the cuffs and buttons in pairs. There 

was no order that the lacings should be in the shape of chevrons until 1802, but they may have 

been used M o r e  then. 1s his waistmat intended to be ouff or white? The color was changed 

from buff to white in 1772. " (Clive box, National Portrait Gallery Heinz Archive, 1951) According 

to Mollo (1 981 )and Bames (1 960). the white breeches and waistcoat had indeed replaced the 

buff colored rnilitary uniform in 1772, and buff was rarely seen after that time. 

Again this suit looks like the suit from the C & T Museum, however it is not possible to see 

the detail as the portrait was painted at a distance. The length of the waistcoat and of the 

breeches, as weil as the styles and silhouettes of both articles uf clothing are similar to the suit in 

question. The colout of the waistcoat and breeches in the portrait is similar to that of the suit forrn 

the Clothing and Textiles Museum. 

The Clive House Museum Portrait 

Another portrait of Ciive is housed at the Clive House Museum in Shrewsbury, 

Shropshire. This museum, though named after Clive, is not so much a museum dedicated to his 

He, as it is a house museum that shows the lifestyfe of people who lived in the area in the 

eighteenth and nineteenth century. The rnuseum is so named because Clive lived in the house 

while he was mayor of Shrewsbury. On the landing between the main and second leveî there is a 

large porbait of Clive that was painted by his brother Henry in 1774. In this portrait Clive is wearing 

an extravagant crirnçon robe with ennine collar. f i  is beited at the waist. Arwnd his neck he is 

wearing the collar (gold chah with a medal) of the 8ath. The crimson sash is not worn in this 

portrait as the cullar and sash were never b be worn together. From under the robe Clive's am is 

visible. He is wearing a gold colored mat, with very wide and loose cuffed sleeves. Under this the 

is a white lace cuff presumabiy from his çhiR In the background of the portrait there is a cmwn on a 
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table with a crirnçon velvet top, and gold rim with jewds embedded in it. On Clive's left hip lies his 

sword in a crimson hoîder (see figure 15). 

fiaure 15. The portrait from the ClNe House Museum in Shrewsbury. England. 

Based on other descriptions it is asçumed that this is a version of the Robes of the Bath. 

Peter Boyd. the Keeper of Collections for the Clive House Museum in Shropshire, has no more 

information about this portrait besides what was written on the bottom of the huge painting. It only 

says ttiat Henry Clive (Lord Clive's brother) painted the portrait in 1772. MI. Boyd agrees that 

indeed Clive is weanng his robes of the Bath. 



Gcpert Opinions 

While at the museums in England and in Canada I showed pictures of the suit to afl the 

costume curators and recorded their expert opinions about it. Their feedback and opinions on 

the suit were helpful in directing the study, and in establishing the data collection sheets. 

According to what they noted I ranked the importance of certain aspects of the suit The curator of 

costume at the Royal Ontario Museum, Alexandra Palmer.noticed the oddness of the sleeves and 

seemingly wide shoulder width as king slightiy wrong for the time period. She thought the 

shoulder width was wider than it should be for the sire of people in the eighteenth century- 

Perhaps the angle of the photographs was off as it seems, after measuring and cornparing other 

eighteenth century waistcoats, that the C & T waistcoat was only slightly larger than the nom. 

Appendix J shows the rneasurements for the C & T waistcoat and breeches and compares it to the 

range of rneasurernents for the suits observed in this study. From the portraits and images of 

Clive, he was however a rather robus! figure, which coukl explain the slight difference in shoulder 

widths. 

Avril Hart, curator of men's costume at the V i n a  and Albert Museum in London, was 

very helpful. She was also concemed about the sleeves, as the sleeved waistcoats were not "de 

rigeur" at the time (though they did exist). ft was not ço puzzling that C & T Museum mat has 

sleeves as it is that the sleeves have turned back cuffs. which it seerns would be difficult to Wear 

under another larger mat, unles they had very wide cuffs. This is not impossible. She 

suggested that it was indeed an eighteenth century suit, based on her observation of the 

photographs of the fabric. and on the suit's structural details. She was not corivinced that the suit 

would have been used for a wedding. She suggested that it would more likely have k e n  worn 

under a mantle, cloak or domino as underdress. This would k l p  b explain wfiy the sleeves have 

such detail as tumed back cuffs. She suggested that it could have k e n  used for some 

ceremniai occasion such as receiving the Oder of the Bath or perhaps that it couid have k e n  

used under the rnantle of the robes of the Bath. On Ms. Hart's suggestion, 1 wrote to and sent 

pictures to Joanna Marschner's office in Kensington Palace's Ceremonial Dress Collection. 

Ms. Marschner is an expert on ceremonid and court dress. She could not confirm that this 
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could have been used for receiving the Order of the Bath. Maxine Smitheran, her colleague 

wrote to suggest that I look more c b d y  at what mer notable British people wore while in lndia 

Other Clive Clothing 

Unfortunatety no other clothing was left by Clive. There is no way to detemine for certain 

if the suit at the Universrty of Manitoba is similarly sized or not. The only visual evidence cornes 

from the portraits. The portraits on& give a general idea of Clive's body type and shape. He was a 

large man, and rather robust in the rniddle. 

The other indicator of Clive's size is a reference of Clive's uniform orders at the lndia Office 

Records. His suits and shirts were ordered in size large. In the East lndian Arm y Uniform 

Regulations Book frorn the late 1790's. military dothing is show to have k e n  sized in Srnail, 

Medium and Large. These were not garments that were made to rneasure (Clive MS 122). 

The range of measurements in appendix J which was collected frorn the cornparisons of 

other suits gives some idea of size of eighteenth century men's dress. This is not considered 

conclusive evidence of siung, though it is an indication. It was considered beyond the scope of 

this study to proceed in a detailed manner to detemine average sizing. No other research was 

uncovered which helped in this matter. 

Surnmary of Findings 

Based on the mode1 (see table 1 ) and its structure. research was cMed out in England, 

Wales and Canada An extensive analysis of the suit from the Clothing and Textiles Museum was 

done where information was gathered on material design and construction, funcüon, analysis of 

the culture of the eighteenth century. the provenance of the suit and its fabric, while interpretative 

analysis was applied throughout the process. Each &on was considered with relation to 

observable data comparative analysis, and was strengthened by secondary source research. 

In the process of researching the suit, and in talking to numemus experts in hisbric dress, 

the importance of the possible uses for the suit became evident. which then helped to guide the 

research proces. The research into the Robes of the Knights of the Bath was guided by 
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suggestions that the suit might have ken used for a ceremonid purpose. After seeing the 

portraits at the NPG in tondon and in Powis Casüe I was prompted to fumer try and understand 

military dress. as the suit from the Museum in Winnipeg is quite sirnilar to that in those portraits. 

Through comparative research of other extant gments I was abie to further guide the research 

toward plausible explanations for the uses of this suit from the Clothing and Textiles Museum. 

This curnparison dso proved ta place the suit with regard to other ôated arüfacts, and shows that 

there are features within the suit that can help in assigning a date. 



CHAITER SIX 

CONCLUSloNS 

In this chapter conclusions regarding the suit from the Clothing and Textiles Museum will 

be outlined in detaif. One of the most important questions in this research was whether this suit 

actually belonged to tord Ciive. This question has helped to direct the research and conclusions 

will be addressed in the first part of this chapter- The artifact date will be estaMished for both the 

waistcoat and the breeches, which will be discussed separately. The question of the possibility 

thaf this suit is a reproduction will alço be addressed here. The occasion for which this suit may 

have been used guided this research throughout the project. Three possible uses will be 

presented and discussed. The tailor's log book from the National Library in Wales proved b k an 

interesting source of information and it will be discussed in relation to the ticket that is attached to 

the left shoufder of the suit from the Clothing and Textiles Museum. Further questions will be 

presented which could help to solve the rnystery of the suit from the Clothing and Textile's 

Museum. 

Through cornparison of other eighteentti century çuits, and witb the hefp of the donor's 

çtory, a date has been attributed to the suit from the Clothing and Textiles Museum. 60th the 

breeches and the waistccat have been -gneâ a date of 1760-1 770. Details in construction and 

design of waistcoats and breeches have been sum marised in charts that reveal several 

interesting stylistic and structural details comparaMe to the crearn silk sut The waistcoat and 

breeches were anaiysed separately so that the artifact dating was specific to each. There is always 

the possibility with a two-piece suit that they were made independently of one another, possiMy at 

different times. There is the possibility that the fabric was saved from a special bott of material in 

order to remake part of the suit as it wore out. or as the styles changed. 
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The Waistcoat 

Though men's dress changed quite drastically from 1700-1 800, the changes occuned 

slowly throughout the century, and were rnainly in details. such as length, width and decorative 

desgn. Cumulatively, the changes in details over time made for quite a dïfferent style from the 

beginning of the century to the end. Some trends in eighteenth century men's fashion have 

k e n  detected from the research and cornpariçon of 22 waistcoats in this çtudy. The second half 

of the century is the main focus in this discussion. Understanding the trends has helped in 

assigning a date to the cream cobured waistcoat. The more drastic changes in waistcoat design 

took place later in the century when the style becarne shorter, iapels were added and the cut away 

design at the bottom virtuaily disappeared. mats th& were wom over the waistcoal were longer, 

and had long tails at the back, while the front was short and cut straight across. Essentially by the 

beginning of t k  nineteenth century the coat and waistcoat were simifar to what we now recognize 

as morning dress. 

Cornparisons of the measurernents of waktmats dated 1750-1800 showed quite 

obvious trends and changes in style. By recording these changes over time with the 22 

waistcoats and comparing them to the waistcoat from the Clothing and Textiles Museum. 

condusions about the date of the artifact have been made. A change in length is one of the most 

notable aJterations made to the m e s  over the last half of the century. The length of the 

waistcoats from the four museums showed that in the 1 750's and 1 '760's the average centre back 

length was 78 cm, while later in 1 T70-1800, the waistcoat was shorter at an average length of 66 

cm. The length of the C&T Museum mat. at 72 cm fais in between the two time periods. 

if only judging by the length of the waistvoat and assurning that this is a regular fashion 

garment. then the waistcoat could be placed in between the two distinct tirne periods at 1760- 

1770. it is ditficuft to be sure with such a mail sampîe, but there is some indication based on the 

22 waistcoats that they became shorter and this is supportecl by fiterature on eighteenth century 

fashion (Payne 1992, Ribeiro,l983,Buck 1979). 

There are some odd design details in the suit from the Cfothing and Textiles museum 

which make it diifficuit to compare with the regular fashion that I observed at the museums. One of 

the odd details is that the waistcoat has a sieeve with a turned back cuff. Sfeeves were not 
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common in dghteenth century waistcoats, though a few examples existed in the late second haif 

of the century. The basic silhouette and style of the waistcoat, without tbe sleeves, can be 

judged in cornparison with the 22 waistcoats studied. The silhouette of the suit in question is 

sirniiar to those in the 1750-1 7ïO's. The slightfy fitted bodice of the C & T Museum waistmat, with 

button straight down the front, the jewel neckline, the angle of the cut away design at the bottom, 

and the side dits are ail common details in those waistmats from 1750-1 770. 

Oddities in the design, such as the çleeves of the waistcoat from the Clothing and 

Textiles Museum. confused the task of assigning a date. The sleeve styfe and construction are 

different from regular men's fashion of the eighteenth century. The turned back cuff with its 

finished look is not common design pradce. lt wouid have been hard to fit the sleeve of this 

waistcoat into a coat sleeve, as it would have been too big. The finished look of the cuff leads me 

to concur wm Avril Hart who suggested that the sleeve may wdl have k e n  visible, while worn 

under a cloak or domino. Studying the details of the sleeve does not help in assigning a date to 

this waistcoat, but rather aibws for speculation on the use of the suit, which will be de& with in 

more detail later in this chapter. 

The Clothing and Textiles Museum suit lacks the elaborate embroidery seen on the 22 

suits that were used as a comparative çarnple in this study. There were no trends evident in the 

style of embroidery . A larger sampie would have to be studied in order to detect a trend. The lack 

of decorative design on the suit from the Clothing and Textiles Museum, when compared with the 

elaborate design of the other waistcoats does not aid in dating the suit as much as it does in 

speculating as to its use. 

Despite some of the disparate elements, the larger number of common features, such as 

silhouette, between the suit from the Clothing and Textiles Museum and the sample of 22 

waistcoats dlow for a definitive assignment of a date between 1760-1 770. The breeches have 

been studied in isolation in the following section. 



The task of -gning a date for the breeches was undertaken separately from that of the 

waistcoat. Fewer examples of breeches were available for study and therefore the sample of 12 

pairs seerns mail in compariçon with that of the waistcoat. Even with a mal1 sample and with the 

information given in secondary sources about other eighteenth century breeches, it is possible to 

make some generalisations in styie and design which ailow me to place the breeches from the 

Cfothing and Textiles Museum in a particular tirne period. Though trends in design and silhouette 

can not be surnmariçed as easily in a chart fom, some general observations were possible. 

The style and shape of the breeches is consistent to a certain degree throughout the 

second half of the century. Breeches were knee length, becoming more fitted near the end of 

the century, with varying widths of front fail dosures. The general shape changed from k ing 

quite baggy in the VSO's-I76û*s. to fang snugly nearer the end of the century. Compan'ng 

these features to the C & T Museum breeches, we can see little difference in the basic style from 

the breeches frorn the mid 1700's. The seat of all the breeches were quite loose and baggy. The 

C & T Museum breeches are particulariy bagg y to a degree comparable to breeches from the 

1750's and 60's. As the century progressed breeches became more frtted and the seat became 

more fitted. In keeping with this general trend, the C & T breeches appear to be from the 1750's 

or 60's. 

The length of the breeches was measured on each artifact. There is a change in kngth 

from the earlier gamnents to those made at the end of the century. On average the length 

measured somewhat shorter in the 1760's as compared to the 1T70's and later. The Clive 

breeches rneasured closer to the average length of breeches from the 1 750's and 1 760's. The 

length rneasurement was frorn both the inseam and outseam. 

Details such as the button closures at the knees and the type of back waist closure did not 

seem to foflow any trend. The most cornmon knee dosure was with buttons, but secondary 

literature supports that breeches were indeed cfosed at the knees with ties as well as buttons in 

the eighteenth century (8ryant. 1988). There are two main differences in design on the C & T 

breeches that do not follow the general trends of other breeches from the time. The rosettes at 

the knees and the piece of extra fabric that has k e n  inserted in the knee opening make this pair 
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of breeches odd in cornparison with the others. 1 If we ignore these details. and assume they 

have somdhing more to do wia, the use of the gment .  then we can compare the breeches with 

other extant artifacts. 

In length, fullness a d  generai silhouette, where a trend was evident and supportecl by 

secondary literature. the C & T Museum breeches were consistent with the earlier tirne pen'od. 

The breeches have k e n  assigned a date of 7760-1770. 

Authentic or a Reproduction? 

It is impossible to be sure if this is a reproduction of an eighteenth century suit, Most of 

the evidence within the suit points to it being a genuine eighteenth century garment. The 

silhouette, the iype of fabric, the constniction details and the techniques used are in keeping 

with technid expertise in the eighteenth century. The stitching detail is similar to other garments 

observed in this study. The stitching was carefully done by hand. and is evenly spaced and very 

tidy. The silhouette of both the breeches and the waistçoat are in keeping with the other 

examples of mid-eig hteenth century dress. At this time the breeches had not yet becorne tighter 

and remaineci cornfortably gathered in the back suitable for the frarne of sorneone as large as 

Clive. The silhouette of the waistcoat. was sirnilar to other extant exampies as weil as rnatching the 

descriptions from secondary sources. ln the opinion of Avril Hart the suit's construction details are 

consistent with eghteenth century techniques. The fabric type, stitching and construction 

techniques, and the type of button used in both the breeches and waistcoat are ail consistent 

with eighteenth centuw men's costume. 

It is still possible, though in my opinion not likely, that this is a reproduction. If it is, it would 

have k e n  from the nineteenth century. The condition of the gaments show that they are 

indeed old, and there are signs of age on the wool and silks. There are stains and srnail holes as 

well as some shattering of the silk fabrics The wool lining on the waistcoat and the breeches have 

been affected by insects. This type of aging on garments does not necessarily place the suit at a 

1 Rosettes were seen on breeches in the seventeenth century. and minirnally at the beginning of 
the eighteenth century, but disappeared çhortly after the turn of the century. (Boucher, 1983) 
One possible explanation for the added decoration is that it was placed on the breeches for some 
çpecial occasion. This will be addresçed in !his chapter on what the suit was used for. 
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certain date, but in cornparison to the condition of other eghteenth century suits from the four 

other museurns, the suit is in similar condition to the rnajority of mer eighteenth century su&. 

Another factor that indicates that the suit is authentic is the high quairty of workmanship 

and fabric. Wtth the full wool lining and silk back matching the front it would have been an 

expensive suit to make, indicating that the owner was wealthy and cuncemed wiai quairty. The 

odd details about the suit like the rosettes and aie cuffs on the çleeves cil1 add to the garments 

cost. making it l e s  Iikeiy that it was a reproduction. If the suit is a reproduction, I would venture to 

speculate that it is stili a very old piece. probabiy from the nineteenth century. 

Function 

The occasion for which this suit was made is not ctear. The special nature of the added 

design details and the structure of the sleeves suggest that the suit was made for use in a specific 

ceremonial fundon. Severai suggestions have been made as to the uses of this suit. The lack of 

elaborate applied design cornbined with the finished looking sleeve and turned back cuff, lead me 

to concur with the opinion of Avril Hart. that this was a suit used for some ceremonial occasion. It 

has been dated as 1 760-70 despite the anomalies in its design. As a garment used for special 

occasion the design need not nec-fy confonn to the fashion trends of the time. This can be 

illustrated by looking at the contemporary wedding gowns of the late twentieth century. Though 

these gowns may have some elements of conternporary style, the silhouette is reminiscent of 

historic dress. They do not necessarily conform to style of the IWO'S. In the same way, the C & T 

suit has some design details which conforni to the 1760's, which make it stylish to the time. At the 

same time it has some essential differences which make it different from other extant garrnents of 

the time. 

Weddina Suit 

The donor's story suggests that this was a suit maâe for the wedding of Robert Clive in 

1753. Through extensive research of the Clive papers at the National Library of Wdes and the 

lndia office Records at the Briüsh Library, referenceç to Clive's clothing showed no indication of 
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what he would have wom at his wedding. Men's wedding dress was not cornmonly crearn 

coloured in the eighteenth century (Avril Hart. personal communication, 1996). lt seems tha! 

men's wedding costume followed the styles of the tintes. and were not specifically different from 

other fomal dress. Considering Clive was relah'vely weaithy, even in 1753, and he had a large 

wardrobe. as seen from archival inventories, he would have had the choice of many more 

elaborately decorated g m e n t s  It seems  unlikeiy that he would have chosen something this 

plain. 

Frclm what is evident about Clive's Me, he manieci Margaret Maskelyne hastily. He had 

booked passage for h i m M  from India to England, just two weeks prior to his departure. This 

shows that he intended to travel abne. Between the time he booked his passage and the time he 

set sail for England, he rnanied Margaret (Edwards, 1 985). There appears to have been little time 

tu prepare for a large celebraüon of his maniage, and little time to produce a suit specially made for 

the occasion. There were nurnerous seerningly surprised cofleagues of Clive, who wrote 

congrablating him on his marriage in the weeks and months following his mam'age which a b  

indicates that the marriage was not a fancy affair with family and friends in attendance. 

Given these circumstances of his wedding it seems less likely that Clive would have saved 

his wedding suit specifically to be passed down from one generation to the next. The odd design 

details, such as the cuffed sleeve and the the rosettes on the knees of the breeches do not 

confom to regular fashion of the tirne and lead to speculation of the suit being used in some other 

type of cerernony. The hot clirnate of lndia rnigM lead one to suspect that it was unlikely that a 

wool lined suit woufd be worn. The British however were set on continuing their English way of 

life even in lndia where the clirnate is ço drasticaIIy different from England. Amding to Carmen 

(1 961, 1969). Mollo (1 981), and Masan (1 974) the rnilitary personnel who were sent to lndia often 

had their uniforms made of heavy wwls suitaMe for use in England. but raîher uncornfortable 

dress in the heat of India. 

The seemingly hasty planning of the wedding, and tfie knowledge that Clive was married 

in the heat of India, cornbineci with the lack of indication in Iiterature that there was a prevailing 

style of men's wedding attire, lead me to conclude th& the suit was Iikeiy used for some other 

occasion. It is more likely that he wore one of the many fancy suits he owned at the time of his 

mariage. lnventory Iists show that Clive was welt stocked in the fashions of the tirne in 1 753, tbe 
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year before he rnmped. It is possible that the suit was used for Clive's wedding, however it is my 

opinion that it is not likely. 

From the exisüng information from secondary sources and through obsewation of 

paintings from the eighteenth century it is evident that the rnilitary waistcoat and breeches were 

buff coloured More the 1780's (Carmen. 1961, 1969, Mason 1974). This would coincide with 

the time that Clive was in India, and suggests that he too would have wom buff coloured breeches 

and waistcoat under his crimçon coloured mat. Portraits of Clive also show hirn in plain buff 

coloured breeches and waistcoats. The military waistcoats and breeches were plain and had no 

elaborate decoration. This tcx, is in keeping with the design of the suit from the C & T Museum in 

Winnipeg, and suggests that it is rnilitary dress. based on the color, style, and rack of elaborate 

applied design, uncornmon in fashionable civilian dress of the time. 

It is difficult to conclude without a douM if this suit is military dress, and it is equally difficult 

to determine that it is not The lack of extant garments and information about this era in military 

dress make it difficult to be sure. With no military regulation of fabrics or styles, there would have 

been more freeûorn of choice for the offkers to have their waistmats and breeches specially 

made to their particular taste. Though there is a prevaifing feeling that the fabric used in officers 

uniforms in the eighteenth century would have beeri leather (buff), Iinen or wool, it does not rule 

out the possibility that with littfe regulation in clothing, Clive could have had a uniforrn made of 

whatever fabric he chose. He was known to be an extravagant spender, and was extremely 

wealthy. He was also involved in the silk trade and irnported silks from India. He may have used a 

mai sifk fabric for a dress uniforni, W a p s  for a special occasion or a portrait sitting. 

With the similarities in dyle and pocket design of the portrait from the National Portrait 

Gallery which portrays Che in rnilitary dreçs. and the suit from the Cbthing and Textiles Museum. 

there are striking similarities. The culor is similar. The cut is identical on the bodice, though the 

deeves are invisible. The poc)<et detail is the most tdlhg witti sirnilar embroidery. To determine 

the poççibility of this suit king milibry dress I consulted with an expert in military dress from the 

National Amy Museum in Chelsea I sent a letter with accompanying pictufes of the suit from the 
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C & T Museum. Mrs S.K Hopkins. head of the Department of Uniform. Badges and Medals. 

responded to my enquiry. In ber opinion. the silk sut in my photographs would not likdy be 

militaiy as it is not made of the common fabflcs of wool kerseymere. white chamois or buff leather. 

The ruching on the front of the waistmat also caused her çome concem. In her opinion tfiese two 

things indicated acivilian waistcuat. Even with this opinion from Mrs. Hopkins the research 

suggests that there was Iittle reg ulation on rnifitafy unifomis in the mid 1 7003, and so the q~estion 

still remains unanswered. 

1 wouid venture to say that it is stiil that this suit could be part of a miïrtary uniform. 

The ruching on the bottom of the waistcoat could have been added after the suit served its 

purpose as military dress. The same can be said for the rosettes at the knees of the breeches. 

Regulations did not exist dictating which fabncs were required for the breeches and waistcoats, 

and the officers would then have had a amount of freedom to choose what they wore 

under the scarlet mats. As noted in this chapter there are many similarities between the waiçtcoat 

and breeches from the Clothing and Textires Museum and paintings of Clive and others in rnilitary 

dress that suggest that it is possible the Clive wore this as militaty dress, al1 be it for a special 

occasion. 

Ceremonial Dress of the Knights of the Bath 

From the research camed out with respect to the robes and cefernonial dress of the 

Knights of the Bath, some conclusions have been reached which link certain characteristics of this 

official dress to the suit from the Clothing and Textiles Museum. Though little information is 

available in secondary sources regarding the underdress of the dress for the Knights of the Bath, 

the main source of wrilten information (Mansfield, 1980) lists a white satin doublet (a sleeved style 

of waistcoat) and white satin breeches. He also suggests that the Knights were not regulated in 

the mid-1700's as to what they had to wear for the insblfation ceremony. Wth no uniformity 

regarding underdress, the Knights were free to choose what they wore. In much the same way as 

it is impossible to prove th& this suit could have k e n  rnifitary dress, it is impossible to prove or 

disprove that this suit coutd have k e n  worn in a ceremony of installation as a Knight of the Bath- 

Crirnson was the predominant color for the costume of the Knights of the -. In 
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keeping with this, the onfy highlight of cofor on the suit from the Clothing and Textiles Museum is 

the crimson coioured rosette at the knee of the breecbes. The nbbon that forms the rosettes is 

aiso strikingly sirnilar to the ribbon found on the bottom of the letter infonning Clive that he was 

macle a Knight. This Ieaâs me to think that there is a connedon between the suit and the dress 

of the Knights of the Bath. Perhaps Clive was adding interest to the garment by adding rosettes 

to the knees, whicb rnatched the scariet robes he would have worn over his waistcoat and 

breeches. 

The portrait of Sir Wlliam Hamitton in Mansfield's book on ceremonial dress, shows roses 

at the kriees of his breeches as well. The portrait, from 1775, shows slightfy slimmer styled 

breeches and a Iight culoured sleeved waistcoat This portrait fends itseif to fumer speculation as 

to the suit from the C & T Museum, as there are such similarities between them. The color is 

similar, the roses at the knees are similar, and he is wearing a çleeved waistmat, ail of which give 

evidence that it is not impossible that a suit çuch as the one from the C & T Museum could have 

been wom under the crirnson Robes of the Knghts of the Bath. 

The lnventory of Valuables and the Will 

The inventory of valuatties taken at the time of Clive's death has been one of aie most 

exciting discoveries in this project. In this inventory it is of particular interest to have the complete 

list of the dres of the Bath. it is very difficutt to find information about this eighteenth century 

ceremonial dress, and this piece of information could add to the general knowledge of the 

costume used by the Knights of the Bath. 11 seems, then, that there was value attached to the suit 

listed in the Inventory. Perhaps the suit couId have been saved, and passed down through 

generations because it was a speciai article of dothing. The inventory list mentions breeches and 

waistcoat, but makes no reference to any other mat. Presurnably Clive would have worn the robe 

directly over the waistcoat. This is in keeping with the information s&ting that The Knights of the 

Bath wore only breeches and waistcoats and not coats in the Installation Ceremony (Mansfield, 

1 980). The other point of interest is the set of roses that are mentbned in the inventory. Could 

these be the roses attached to the knees of the breeches of the suit form the Clothing and 

Textiles Museum? 
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Further lnterpretation and Anaiysis 

Regardless of the occasion for which the suit was used, other conclusions can be 

reached about this artifact. Due ?O the nature of fine silk the suit was most certainly not used for 

much other than sitting or sbnding. Through a complete observation of the suit and the condition 

of the fabric, there is no indication that the breeches were used in any harsh rnanner. The nature 

of the sifk, with its h g  fioating threads, would c-nly have snagged if they had rubbed against 

anything in the le& bit abrasive. This would rule out the possibilrty that this suit would have been 

worn in baffle, on ttie fields, for spart, or leisure actMty. The amdition of the silk f a &  is too good 

indicating that the suit was not worn often. Had it been worn often there would be evidence within 

the fabnc or seam constnrcn*on to -est wearing. it is my opinion that the suit was used 

infrequently and very carefully. It has also b e n  preserved carefully over the past 250 years. 

perhaps afluding to the value of the suit It was well cared for because it had value attached to it by 

the previous owners. 

The Log Book and the Ticket Cornpared 

The wnüng in the log book, discussed in chapter 4, is w m e d  to belong to the bilor 

Thomas Harris himself. While it does not offer any obvious reference to a crearn coloured silk 

waistcoat, or jacket, and breeches, it still provides useful information related to the suit from the 

Clothing and Textiles Museum. What is relevant to this project is not what the record says (this 

information can be the basis for further theses), it is the wnting sample in this log book that is 

useful information. At the end of the account listing the individual suits, and their cost, the total is 

surnmed up by the tailor as folbws: 

'Recvd the eighth of Augt 1761 of the Honble Conll Clive the sum of three hundreâ 

poundsofthismybill £300 ThmsHa~sn(CliveMS23,17621). 

Frorn this sample of the tailor's handwriting, a cornparison c m  be made with the ticket on the 

shoulder of the waistcoat (se figure 1 6). The ticket on the left shoulder of the waistcoat sirnply 

says 'Lord Clive'. lt is logicai that the tailor could have been responsible for this piece of paper, 

used as an identifier, perhaps in his workshop. I chose to compare the handwriting sampîes with 
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hopes that the two would match. This would then give even more evidence to the supposition 

that the suit belonged to Lord Clive. ARbugh I am not an expert in eighteenth century 

handwriting styles, I feel that with the extensive amount of reading of original eighteenth century 

manuscripts and documents, that 1 can fairly says that there is a go& chance tha! the wnüng on 

the ticket attactied to the waÎstcoat,and the writing in the tailor's account book are very sirnilar. 

Thoug h many smples  of handwriting distinctly show trends in fomaüon of let ter^, the letter 'ci at 

the beginning of 'Clive' is important in this case (see figure 16 and 17). 

m r e  1 6. Sample of writing from the log book. 

Fiaure 1 7. Sam ple of writing from the ticket. 
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The formation of the letter 'c', on both the ticket and the account book are similar. With 

loops at the top of the letter and also on the bottom, the 'c' appears to match, and is aimost 

certainly authentically eighteenth century. The remaining letters in his name also share the same 

characteristics in the account book and on the ticket 

1s it Clive's Suit? 

This is one of the questions in ttie beginning of aie pmject which was posed with great 

hesitation. How is it possible to prove beyond any doubt that this suit belonged to Lord Clive? 

Besicles the evidence within the suit, such as the ticket placed on the left shoulder, there is only 

the story of the donor which connects the suit to Clive. The process of research has helped, 

however, to suggest the possibility that the suit could have been worn by Clive. By assigning a 

date of 1760-70 for both the breeches and the waistcoat, during Ciive's life, there is an increased 

pussibilrty that he could have owned it. 

After extensive investigation into Clive's iife, through secondary sources as well as 

hundreds of original documents, no conclusive evidence mnnects this suit to Clive. The 'List of 

Valuables belonging to Lord Clive' outlined in chapter 4, lists breeches and a waistcoat. 

Unfortunateiy the gannents are not descrikd in detail so it is impossible to be sure that this is me 

same suit as at the one at the Clothing and Textiles Museum. There is a chance that it is indeed 

the same, but it cannot be proven. 

The suit also resembies the suit wom in the portrait from the national Portrait Gallery in 

London. Though the portrait shows Clive in rnilïtary dress, the waistcoat and breeches are very 

similar in style and color to the suit frorn the Clothing and Textiles Museum. The detail of 

embroidery on the pocket is exactly the same on bath the portrait and the suit in question. The 

suit in the portrait of Clive is known to show him in military dress. Although it seems that the suit in 

the portrait is similar to the one from the Cfothing and Textiles Museum there is a problem in 

correlating the information from secondary sources on military dress, to the extant garment I am 

studying. Secondary sources say that military dress was not made of silk, ttiough it is still possible 

that if the suit is Clive's he very well may have had a suit made of silk as a dress uniform. there 
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remains the possibilrty that this suit is the same as the one in the portrait. though it is not possible 

to prove #is. 

A study of ttie tailor's log book and the portraits of Clive suggestç that he favored the 

cream cobr of the suit from the Clothing and Textiles Museum. He ordered cream coloured silks 

to have suits made, and inventories list cream coloured waistcoats and breeches as part of his 

wardrobe. This can be used as another indication that it is possible that he coufd have worn this 

suit. 

The size of the suit was an interesthg due in helping to decide if the suit from the C&T 

Museum could have been wom by Clive. In Appendix J the ranges of several measurernents 

were compared with the C & T Museum waistcoat and breeches to see if they were mudi larger. 

The measurernents were at the high end of the scale, however they were not excessively large so 

as to cause concem that the suit would have been too big to fit Clive's frame. As we saw from the 

portraits of Clive, he was a large man, and so the resutts of this cornpanson show that it is not 

impossible that the suit could indeed have k e n  worn by Clive. 

It seems then that there is no certain answer to the question of ownership of the suit. 

There is no certain proof that Cfive wore this suit. only speculative information that helps to 

connect the suit to Clive. Questions remain, and further research could reveal the answers. The 

following -on presents avenues for future invesugation into this material history mystery. 

There is one aspect of this study which remains a particular challenge. one which could 

have proven to be a key element in answering the question of ownership of this suit. The donor's 

story included the name of the antiques dealer in Montreai. Through numerous channels I tried to 

find Margaret Neweli, with no success. The hope was to be aMe to Iink the famify trees of Mrs. 

Newell's farnily to those of Clive's solicitor's, and in this way b link the suit to Clive. Unfortunately 

this proved to be impossible as M r s  Newell muld not be found. 

Critique of the Research Model 

The model used in ais matefial cufture study proved to be a good source for planning and 

executing the necessary research. It was a combination of the two mode1 described in Chapter 

Three; one a strict materid wfture mode4 and the 0th- a model which was developed specifically 
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for cbthing as material cuîture. Wrth the debate over the nature of matenal culture as a discipline 

of study, versus the notion that the study of costume is unique in artifact study, the mode! used in 

this study is useful. I tned to make the mode1 clothing specific as is called for by clothing 

hisbrians, but in so doing I found it necessary to use well esbblished rnodels of material culture 

devised by art historians and anthropologists as my basis. From this project 1 conclude that the 

mode1 I used with its many parts from basic material culture models was very successfuL it seems 

that it is not necesçary to have such clothing specific rnodels in order to have a complete material 

culture study of costume. Though in this modd I have used some clothing s-c questions to 

try and narrow down the research. I think that this model could be used for any artifact research. 

Depending on the artifact the questions asked of it would have to change to better show what the 

artifact was used for and how it was used. Every artifad will have very specific ambutes that have 

to be addressed by the experts shrdying them. Even wiaiin hiçtoric costume research there 

would have to be slight variations if the researcher was studying men's costume, women's dress, 

or accessories and shoes- The questions asked of the artifact will always be dig htly different. but 

the basic model used in this research with its four steps, com parison chart, and five categories can 

be a good basis for not only costume hisbry research but materiai culture reseafch of any kind. 

Fumer Questions 

As I have pointed out throughout the research process, there are some key elements 

about this study of material history which have hindered chances of reaching finn conclusions with 

respect to the owner and use of this suit. It has ken possiMe to assign a date to the suit from the 

C & T Museum with a fair degree of confidence despite some anomalies in style. 

For further investigation, key questions need to be answered. The connection to Mrs. 

Newell needs to be addresed. Even though al1 listings by that narne in both the Toronto and 

Montread phone directory were contacted, no progress was made in finding Marguerite Newell. if 

the original owner of the suit could be found. perhaps tracing back the farnily Iineage could reveal 

a connection between m e  of the family's ancestors and tord Clive. According to the donor's 

story, Mrs. Newell's ancestor was said to be one of Clive's solicitors. The names of al1 his solicitors 
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are listed on his will and on official material from the archives. If one of these names couM be 

genealugically traced to Mrs. Newell, then there wouiâ be more ceftaïnty that Meir is a connection 

of Clive and the suit in question. If this occuned, it would be further support to the clam that Clive 

gave this suit to her great great great grandfather. 

In order to try and detemine if the suit in the portraits of Clive are indeed the same as the 

suit from the Clothing and Textiles Museum, a cbser investigation and cornparison of the artistic 

portrayal of different textiles in portraits could be done. A numberof portraits portraying silk could 

be compared to wool and buff leather (as on the m i l m  uniforrns of the eighteenth œntury) for 

their sheen to see the differences. Then perhaps some conclusions could be made about 

whether or not the portraits of Clive show hirn wea!ng silk breeches and waistcoat or whether they 

resernble other portraits of wool or buff lemer. 

AMS tesüng and dating of the piece of paper, dong wiai professional handwria'ng analysis 

could also help to lend support to the idea that the suit was wom by Clive. With extensive 

corn parison of the handwriting çamples taken from original documents compared to the ticket on 

the left shoulder of the suit, perhaps a more conclusive result could be attained. 

Further invesbgation into men's cefernonial dress of the eighteenth century would aiso 

prove helpful as secondary infomation in future studies. In this study, some questions have 

been raised as to what types of clothing were wom by the Knights of the Bath, Briüsti military 

officers in lndia and in wedding ceremonies of the 1700's. AI1 of these types of dress have large 

gaps in information whkh need to be filfed. More in depth investigation into the dÏfferent 

ceremoniai dress styies for men in the eighteenth century appears to be one of the more 

important and challenging tasks for future scholars of clothing history. 
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APPENDIX A 



A Model for the Studv of Materiai Cu!h.ire 
From the Cfass of Stewart Smith at UN6 

- 

Anaiysis materiai construction function provenance value 

step 1 
observable 
data of the 
suit. 

Step 2 
Comparative 
data of other 
suits from 
the 1700's 

Step 3 
Supplernentary 
data from other 
sources 

sep 4 
Conclusions 





A mode1 for the Studv of Costume a.; Material 
Cuiture bv Severa and Horswill 

Analysis matenai design and construction workmanship 

Identification 

Cultural Analysis 

lnterpretation 
t Intuitive Analysis 



APPENOIX C 



Adapted from the UN6 model(1985) and that of Severa and Horswill(1989). 

Questions 

Materiai Deçian and Construction of the suit 

1 / Of what material is the artifact constructecl? M a t  quaMy are these materials? 

2/ Did the material influence the object's final form? 

3/ Are the materials used in similar objects? 

4/ Where did the unworked material originate? 

5/ Do the matenais suggest trade patternsipractices? 

6/ How was the object's appearance affected or influenced by the construction techniques 

ernpioyed? 

7/ Is any form of ornamentation or decoration present? If so, what type? 

8/ Are there any sgns of Wear or repair to the suit? 

9/ Are there any markings or inscriptions present? 

1 O/ Does the cûnstruction of this suit differ greatly from others sirnilar in age and style? 

1 1 / Is its design comparable to like objects? 

12/ Does the design aid in dating the artifact? 

13/ Is the artifact a reproduction? 

Function 

1 / Why was the suit produced? 

21 What function was the suit? 

3/ Was it actually used for its original purpose? 

Cufturai Analvsi~ 

1 / What was the suit's value to the original owner? 

21 Did ownership of such a suit reflect the social or economic status of the originai owner? 

31 What value was placed on such a suit at the tirne it was originally used? 



4/ Whatcuttural values does the suit reveai? 

5/ What value does such a suit have to the original society? 

Provenance 

1 / Where and when was the suit produced? 

21 Who was the rnakerltaifor? 

3/ Where and how was the suit wom? 

4/ Who was the original owner of the suit? 

5/ Where and when did the original owner live, and what was their social status, occupation and 

history ? 

61 Who were the subsequent owners and where were they from? How did they use the suit? 

Intemtetation and analvsis 

1 / What construction methodsAechnology would have been required to produce this suit? 

21 What quality is the construction? 

3/ How was the object's appearance affect& or influenced by the construction techniques 

em ployed? 

41 How does the ornamentation or decoration affect the suit's appearance? 

5/ What degree of sophistication is represented by the suit? (judged by style, method of 

construction, etc.. .) 

6/ Was the suit's wearability influenced by its design. materiais, construction methods or 

ornamentation? 









This is an 
example used for 
elg hteenth 
cent ury men's 
costume, but can be 
adapted to 
any costume 
artifact. Choose 
important details to 
compare with other 
similar artitacts. 





ûetaits to be 
studied 

suit from the 
C&T Museum 

Waistcoat : 
Cutlstyle 

Narrowlclose fi 
cut away 
flared skirt 

Neckline 
&wel 
V-neck 

S houlder width 
Shoulder intersection 
(of front and back bodice) 

Button shapel 
style (Dorset) 

Sleeve: 
armscye join 
shapel 
style 
sleeve join 

Sieeve kngth 

Cuff style 

Cuff sire 

Decora t ive 
designîîrirn 

Pocket shape/ 
style 

Pocket size 

size 

Cente r-f ront 



Waist style/size 
rneasurements 
Back 
Front 

Closure type 
at waist front/ 
back 

Closure at knees 

Decorative design 

Fabric: 

Lace style 
Wor k rnans h ip/Tîeatrnents 

seam finishes 
shaping methods 
fullness control 
hem techniques 

Level of skifl 
selection of materials 
cvtting 
finishing 
effect 





7 B 

'~'elcphtme 0743 

361 196 : Howlcy's 1 Iuusc Muscum 
3548 1 1 : Ciive 1 iousc Muscum 
362947 : Colcham Pumping Station 
358516 : Shrewsbury Castie 

Ji11 Condra 
507 Rosedale Avenue 
Winnipeg 
Manitoba 
Canada 
R3L 1M4 

Dear Ji11 Condra 

GcrainC Morgan 
Uircctor of E f calth. Tourism 
and Lelsurc 

Howley's Efouse Muscum. 
Barkcr Street- 
Shrewsbury. SYI 1Qi-i- 

Fax. No. 0743 358780 

Th- you for your' letter enquiring about Lord Edward Clive. 
Your letter has been passed to me as Vivien Bellamy retired in 
1994 and the post of Curator 'replaced' by that of Collections 
Manager. 

1 am sorry to have to tell you that the only reason for the Clive 
House branch of the Shrewsbury Museum Service having that name is 
because Lord Clive of India rented it when he was mayor of 
Shrewsbury in 1762, and it bas kept the name ever since. 

We do not have anything at al1 belonging to Lord Edward Clive and 
only the mayotal robe worn by his father. 

There is a Clive Museuni at Powis Castle, Welshpool, Powys, Wales 
SY21 8RF (telephone 0938 554338) where they have many items of 
ceramics, ivory, metal work and other things which Lord Clive 
brought back from India. They would be able to supply you with a 
copy of the catalogue. 1 have given you name to to the 
administrator, Neville Williams. He is willing to help you in any 
way that he can, Any family papers or letters which they had 
have been sent to The National Library of Wales in Aberystwyth, 
Dyfed, Wales, 

The largest costume collection in the UK is at the Victoria and 
Albert Museum in London but unfortunately their study facilities 
are closed from July to October due to the re-organisation of the 
offices, There are always a few eighteenth century costumes on 
display in the costume galle-. 

I enclose a list of museums which have examples of eighteenth 
cent- costume, "-' 

1 hope this will be of some help to you. We would be very 
interested to hear about your research and wish you every success 
with it, 
Yours sincerely 





Waistcoat Cornparisons from the Four Muçeums 

V8A 10 l 

1780's a 

bfack 
sm 
satin 

none 

46 
narrow i 

Y= 

'1 silk 1ahic:f font BW redwo~ l  fig.silk 

back 
!bal vehret 

, k-ning satin U " C ~  Brown/ 
velvet Bdge 

cream 
silk 
satin 
HiOd 
mrie 

leses 
m o n  

s i i ~  gdd cdored 
floral silk 

embroid mbroid. M. 

ride measure 1 62 ( 67 1 75 

fbred skirt y h  1 yes 1 siight 1 slight slight 

sieevelength 59 58 56 

cutf kight "one 9.5 n/a 
nia 1 61 1 nla 

cuff width none 14 d a  

pocketheighî 8-25 9 7 

nla 1 nfa 1 nia nla 

yes 1 n o  1 yes 





Bath 
1780-90 

R0.M 
1757 - 
btw 
mded 
silk 

linen 

am 
silk slk silk 

linen 

silk 

brocade 

qu#ied 
purple 
silk 

- 
quiîted 
fabric 

- 
60 

silk silk rib 
silk 

lining 

slight slight 

nla 

. yes yes, I s 

rûa 1 nia 

nia 
8.5 







APPE NDl X I 
Brewhas campansans ol meas~remenls lrom Ihe tour miiseiims 

All are crrinpared wtlr llie breeclies flan Ihe Clolliing and Texliles Miisaiiin 

Ili Wl l  

Iront cksure GFL 

poc~ol side 2sde 2 swie 1 rigM yes no no yes no no no no yes no 
waistwnc~m~it~ 9 8 5 9 5 5  7 6 13 10 4 7 I 





Range of measurements of eighteenth 
century waistcoats from other Museums 

C & T Suit 
measurements 

side measure 40-75 cm 55 cm 

shoulder wldth 28-40 cm 40 cm 

@ intersection 10-1 4 cm 14 cm 

center back 60-85 cm 72 cm 

number of buttons 7-1 8 13 

sleeve length 56-63 cm 63 cm 

Range of measurements of eighteenth 
century breeches from other museums 

waist measurement 68-92 cm 84 cm 

front fall closure YeS Yes 

outseam 57-76 cm 60 cm 

waistband width 4-13 cm 7 cm 
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